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A DEVICE enabling one to play phonograph records on a regular phonograph, but to
Amplify and reproduce them electrically, using the audio channel of a radio set, can be
made at home, as shown above. See article on page 6.
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BST 5

Tested, Approved and Received Certificate of

Merit from Radio News and Radio World

$40.00

B. S. T. Has the "Punch"

Gets 115 Stations With B. S. T.-5

I am more than pleased with your B. S. T., for
it sure has the punch to go get the stations. At
present it is going "strong"-taking care of two
speakers. A Western Electric in my home and one
in my mother's home next door and both have real
JOHN H. BARTON,
volume.

Have been using one of your B. S. T.-5 sets about

three months and I certainly am pleased with the
results. I am using a 90 ft. aerial, B eliminator,

storage battery and a cone speaker and have
logged 115 stations from WOK, 217.3, to KSD,
545.1, all on loud speaker loud enough to be heard
all over my house with a clear tone. My neighbors say they have heard it several times in their
house with all windows closed and enjoyed it.
W. R. WESTCOTT, 128 Biddle St., Kane, Pa.

277 Delaware St., New Brunswick, N. J.
I take great pleasure in telling you that my B. S.
T. 5 -tube set is working splendidly in every way,
and the cabinet itself is beautiful, and admired by
THOMAS HARTLE,
all my friends.
155 Perry St., Paterson, N. J.

DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO YOU
SAVES HALF AND IS GUARANTEED
This highly sensitive, powerful and selective BST -5 radio receiver has all up -to -the minute improvements. Heavy aluminum automobile type chassis, shielded against stray currents
and distortion. Flexible grip, Universal type sockets, eliminating microphonic noises. Has provision for battery eliminator
and any power tube. Fahnestock clips on sub -panel for adjusting C battery, has voltages for power tube. Efficient on
either long or short aerial, including indoor aerial. This BST -5
sets a new standard for true tone values and selectivity. This
BST -5 gives greater volume than many six -tube sets and consumes less current.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

Shipment made same day we receive your cheque or
P. 0. Money Order for $40.

New model cabinet Du Pont Duca finish; base 21" long by 8"
wide, height

top

21" by

6".

walnut

Five-ply

veneer

RADIO WORLD Guarantees the Responsibility of
This Advertiser

B. S. T. CONE SPEAKER
Guaranteed to give Satisfaction in
Tone, Volume and Appearance
Adjustable to Volume Desired
18 inches in diameter edged in Gold
Braid, Art Metal Base can be placed
on highly polished surface without
danger of scratching.
Immediate
Delivery

$7.50

Shipped Direct
from Factory

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.

145 West 45th St., New York

Vol. X
No. 22

A Weekly Paper Published by Hen-

nessy Radio Publications Corporations
from Publication Office, 145 W. 45th

Whole No. 256
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Street, New York, N. Y.

15o Per Copy. 5600 Per Year

Phones BRYant 0556 and 0559
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Has 4 Tuning Controls, Easily Manipuki ted
Big Gain In Sensitivity and In Selectivity Results
from the Addition of the Third Stage
of Tuned RF
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THE BIG SIX, a receiver of great 'volume, exceptional ease of operation, high selectivity, fine tone quality and unusual

By Wentworth Wood
THAT a high degree of selectivity is required at this time for cutting out interference is admitted. There are several
ways in which to attain adequate selectivity.

One is by means of regeneration and another is by means of several tuned circuits

in cascade. Each of these two methods has
its advantages and its disadvantages. The
advantage of the regenerative type of circuit
is that a high sensitivity may be obtained
with the use of fewer tubes, but the disadvantage is that the set is likely to cause much
interference with other receivers in the vicinity and be a little difficult to tune accurately.
It also cuts off the sidebands to a greater de-

gree than a non -regenerative circuit and
therefore the quality as obtained with the
regenerative circuit will not be quite so
good as that obtained with a noh-regener-

ative receiver.
When a non -regenerative circuit is employed for getting sensitivity and selectivity
several stages of RF amplification are necessary. The disadvantage of this arrangement has been the difficulty of tuning many
circuits at the same time. Two circuits are
not difficult to handle, but three arc very
troublesome, and four still more of a puzzle.
All the tuned circuits must be in resonance
with the desired signal before it can be
heard at all.
Difficulty Solved
If each of the tuned circuits is very
selective it is practically impossible to strike
the right combination of dial settings to
bring in a desired station with full volume.
However, the difficulty of tuning several
circuits at the same time no longer exists,
as far as the practical operation of the set
is concerned. As high as four sharply tuned
circuits can now be handled as easily as one,
because four -section gang condensers will

distance getting ability.
afford control from a single dial, or a localized assembly may be employed, as in the
present instance. The ease with which sta-

tion after station may be brought in with
great volume and without interference is a

revelation to those who have operated multi -

control receivers where the dials are generously separated.

There are many problems that must be
solved before a circuit of the gang con-

denser type can be operated successfully. In
the first place each section of the multi -sec-

tion condenser must be like all the other

sections. There must be no material differences in the capacities and in the variations
of the capacities of the different sections.
That is, the condensers must not only be

LIST OF PARTS
One Na-ald localized tuning control (four
section) (Cl, C2, C3 and C4).

Two Thordarson R-200 audiO transformers,

(AF1 and AF2).
Six Amperites, R1, 2,

3, 4, 5, No. 1-A,
and No. 112, R6.
One Carter 20 -ohm rheostat (R).
Six Benjamin sockets (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
Nine Eby binding posts.
One Carter single circuit jack, (J).
One Bruno light switch (PS).
One Sangamo fixed condenser, .001 mfd.
(C6).
One Sangamo grid condenser, .00025 mfd.
with clips (C5).
One Tobe Tipon grid leak, 2 megohms (R7)
Four Sickles No. 30 transformers, L1L2,
L3L4, L5L6, L7L8.
One 7x24 inch panel.
One pair of American Hardware brackets.

One baseboard or sub -panel, either hard rubber or bakelite, 7x23 inches.
Acme
Celatsite.

the same at one setting but at all possible
settings. That is esentially a problem of
manufacture and not of receiver assembly.

Simplicity and Success
What applies to such condensers also ap-

plies to a certain extent to the coils that
are connected across them. That is, they
must have the same inductance value and
they also must have the same distributed

The indentity of the inductance
values is a problem for the manufacturer of
the coils but the equality of the distributed
capacity to a large extent falls on the builder
capacity.

of the circuit.

Much of the distributed

capacity of a coil enters because the coil is
placed near other conductors, such as tuning -

condensers, shielding, leads, etc.
This
capacity is unavoidable but the coils may be
placed in such a manner with respect to their

surroundings that this capacity is the same
for each coil. Or if there is a slight inequality this may be adjusted very easily by
vernier condensers, either improvised or purchased for the purpose. Some makes of
gang condensers have vernier attachments

for taking care of any slight differences

which may arise from the coils or the condensers themselves, or from the placement
of the parts.
Greater simplicity, consistent with success,

attends the localized control, because each
circuit is individually tuned.

One essential in the construction of a receiver of this type is the elimination of stray
coupling between stages. Both magnetic and
electric coupling must be eliminated. There
are several ways of doing this, too. The
magnetic coupling may be eliminated by adjusting the coils to the proper angle, and by
keeping ,them far apart.

The correct angle for any type of coil
can only be found by experiment, but for
solenoidal coils of the usual size and shape
the angle is 54°' that is, the axis of the
coil is to snake 54° with the line passing
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plane, but the outside field is always weak
in comparison with the solenoid. The astatic coils may also be placed at an angle
to minimize magnetic couplings. Shielding
helps greatly in reducing coupling, but be
sure to ground the shields.
The electric coupling can only be eliminated by placing the stages far apart. The
term "stages" is here used because electric
coupling may take places between any two
parts belonging to different stages in the
amplifier. Thus there may be coupling be-

tween two sockets, or two tubes, or two

coils, or two condensers, or leads, or between

the coil of one stage and the condenser of
another. Generally there may be coupling
between any two conductors belonging to
different stages.

One type of coupling which cannot be
eliminated by placement is the electric
coupling through the capacity of the tubes.
This can only be eliminated by balancing,
usually called neutralizing.

Coils for the Set
One type of suitable coil for this set is

This is as effective as
the solenoidal coil and it takes much less
space and it is therefore much easier to dis-

the diamond -weave.

pose of in the set without getting

the

various fields entangled. The angular place-

ment should be about the same as for the
For home constructors the spider
web variety is attractive because easy to
solenoids.

make. A special former is necessary for
winding. This should consist of a central

core one inch in diameter provided with 15
or 17

spokes about PA inches long and

equally spaced about the circumference. The

secondary winding for a .00035 mfd. condenser should consist of 60 feet of No. 24
double cotton covered wire. The primary
should consist of about 15 turns of the same
kind of wire and wound over the secondary.
If the two windings are in the same direcgrid and the outside to the plate. The middle two terminals should go to the filament
and the B battery. Care must be taken that
there is no short between the filament and
the plate terminals, that is, a spacer should
be put between the two windings to keep
them apart.
The control of the filament current is

automatic in all but the first tube, that is,
Amperites are employed for dropping the
voltage from 6 volts to 5 volts. In the
first tube there is also an Amperite, R1, in
series with a rheostat R. The Amperite is
used here so that the maximum current that
can flow in the first filament is the normal
value of .25 ampere. The rheostat is connected in series with it for a volume control. Twenty ohms will give adequate volume control, as with this the filament current can be cut down to about one eighth of

an ampere, which is low enough to make
the tube inoperative as far as amplification
is concerned.

Detector Tube
All the Amperites with the exception of
the last are No. IA. The last is a No. 112,
which is suitable for either a CX-112 or a
CX-371 power tube. It is suggested that
the 371 tube be used, as the power handled
is

very considerable.

The detector tube used in this receiver is
the new CX-300-A. This tube requires a
(Hayden)

IN THE top photo we have the front panel view of the set. Note the position of the
pilot light, above the controls. Second photo from top shows the bottom layout. In
the center photo we have the back view. How the parts are layed out on the top of
the subpanel, is shown in the second from bottom photo. The bottom photo shows
how the pilot light is turned a bit to the side, so that'it should not hit the top of the
cabinet, when the set is inserted.
and the battery terminals in the middle, both
through the centers of all the coils. Making the angle smaller tends to introduce windings being in the same direction.
The magnetic coupling may also be remagnetic damping and too much of this
duced greatly by employing coils which have
should be avoided as much as over regensmall external fields, such as astatic and
eration, which will occur if the angle is
toroidal windings. The astatic, or figure
much greater than 54°. This is based on the
eight type, is the easier to make and is a
assumption that the windings are connected
good coil. The astatic type of coil does
so
that
the
grid
in the usual way, that is,
not have zero external field except in one
and plate terminals are at extreme ends

negative filament return of the grid for
best operation (zero grid bias). Hence

the grid return lead is connected directly to
the negative A supply line. The tube also

requires a grid condenser of .00025 mfd.
with a 2 megohm grid leak across it. To
obtain best detection and at the same time

to keep the radio frequency voltages out of
the audio amplifier a by-pass condenser C6
is connected between the plate of the detector and the negative side of the A battery. This condenser should be between
.0005 and .001 mfd.
Where an output of great volume is desired with a minimum of audio frequency
tubes, nothing excels transformer coupling.
Where quality is desired in addition, good
transformers must be used.
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More Volume from Lower Ratio

In Audio Transformer a Frequent Condition
Impedance of the Winding In the Plate Circuit, Which
Increases With Frequency, Is Important
In Determining Voltage
By K. B. Humphrey

'h.

THE choice of an audio transformer for

amplification per stage.
When we consider how much voltage
we can obtain across the secondary with
a given input the problem is taken into
*consideration. Not only must the transformer itself be considered also the tubes
-with which it is necessary for it to work.

Before going into details of the ratio

problem it is necessary to understand

somewhat the action that takes place
when the primary of the transformer is

booked up in series with the plate circuit of the tube. In Fig. 1 L represents
the 'value of the impedance of the transformer and R represents the resistance

of- the plate circuit of the vacuum tube.
The impedance, for any given frequency
.of the current flowing, is constant in the
transformer, while the impedance of the
-tube must necessarily vary in accordance
with the input. We then have a varying resistance (plate of tube) in series
with a fixed impedance (of transformer
primacy at a given frequency).
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at one particular frequency and all
appearances of the better class
cause a hump in the curve. If the im- typethe
without in the least having good
pedance of the transformer is increased characteristics.
to say 5 times that of the tube the conIt is better tc choose a transformer
dition arises that the minimum can be by reputation rather
than by guess alone
only 1/6 less than the voltage at the and at the same time
to see to it that
peak. In other words the higher the the bulk is there. In the second place
it
transformer impedance the flatter the is sometimes better to get one transcurve obtained. There are certain limits, former of low ratio and one of high
however, in regards to voltage and de- ratio. In former years it was considered
sign which make it impractical to increase best policy to place a high ratio in the
the value indefinitely. There are plenty first stage feeding from the detector
of transformers on the market in which tube and a low ratio in the second
the impedance is high enough, from 70,- stage. But the detector is of higher
ance

000 to 150,000 ohms, and give very good
curves.

impedance

than

is

the

tube

acting

as a straight amplifier, even though they

are the same kind of tube. It is then
politic to place the transformer with the
impedance next to the detector,
across the primary has a decided effect higher
Importance of Right Impedance
e., in the first stage. A low ratio transon the output voltage and that the input i.former
is more likely to have the higher
The amount of voltage produced in the voltage depends to a great extent upon
secondary is in proportion to the turns the impedance in the primary of the trans- impedance therefore it is very likely to
ratio, but the amount of voltage on the former in relation to the tube impedance. give the better amplification, and at the
input will vary according to R and L. That is, with a tube of low impedance we same time less distortion in this stage.
It is quite possible to have these values could expect a greater gain than with a
Expensive Flattening
such that the voltage would be many tube of high impedance.
Fig. 2 shows a curve marked B which
times less in one transformer than in
There is another factor which governs may be taken as the curve of one of the
another.
the amount of impedance in the trans- better high impedance transformers or
Suppose a tube had an impedance of former. It is impractical to make a sec- it may be
taken as that of a poor trans14,000 ohms and the transformer had an ondary coil of too many turns because
with very little plate impedance
impedance of 28,000 ohms. This is actually of the bypass effect, causing the curve former
series with it. It is obviously imposa very low value for any transformer. The to droop off as shown in Fig. 2A. The in
to get a tube with very much less
frequency is supposed to be fairly low as number of turns in the secondary is sible
impedance
consequently it is better
at this point we usually concentrate limited. The common way of getting a to insist onand
a high impedance in the priwhen considering the design. Now, the high ratio transformer is not to increase mary.
voltage across any impedance is equal to the secondary turns but to reduce the
Resistances and condensers across the
the product of the resistance and the
turns. It can usually be taken secondary tend to flatten out the charac-current flowing. As the amount of cur- primary
that
the
higher
ratio
transformers
have
teristic
curve, at the expense of amplirent in the circuit is the same, both being in series, we may consider the voltage

The Bypass Effect

It has been shown that the voltage

less

impedance in the primary circuit

as being that of a direct ratio between

than the low ratio transformers.

across the primary of the transThe impedance of the transformer var'

give louder and better results

the two impedances or Y3 across the tube
and 2/3

former.

ies with the frequency and becomes
-greater as the frequency is increased.

This tends to increase the voltage across
the secondary with an increase in frequency and will give a curve somewhat
-on the order shown in Fig. 2A. The droop-

This

explains

the

phenomenon that

sometimes a low ratio transformer will

maximum.

This value is not reached in

practice unless- some resonance effect

takes place which will reduce the resist

A condenser placed across the second-

ary has the effect of making the curve
of the drooping sort and cutting off the
due to the extra impedance. It is obvi- higher frequencies. The consequence is
ously impossible to judge the amount of that many of the overtones are lost. A
impedance in a transformer by looking condenser across the primary has much
than a
high ratio in the same amplifier. This is

at it, except that usually (not always) the
larger transformers have the larger number of turns.
Core Is Important

ing off at the high frequencies might be
caused by- a poor method of winding,
The material with which the core is
where too much capacity in the second- constructed
also has a bearing and it is
ary bypassed higher frequencies.
entirely possible to use inferior iron and
Voltage Ranges
construct a transformer which may have,
What we are particularly interested in,
however, is the first part of the curve.
The minimum voltage which could be obtained would be V3 less than the maximum possible voltage. That is, the peak
of the curve with no losses, could be made
to come up 33/3 per cent. more than the

fication. This makeshift usually is not
advisable with the better class transformers.

the same effect but not of the same order.
A bypass of about .001 mfd. may be safely

used across the primary of the detector
stage without decreasing the voltage to

an objectionable degree. This condenser

sometimes advisable at this point to
curtail the tendency of radio frequency
currents to get into the audio side of the
is

receiver.

Circus Parades Off; "Mike" Replaces Them
Chicago.

The Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus, during
its tour next season, will carry a portable

radio set, to broadcast the roars of the

animals, songs by vocal artists and the
band, etc., to take the place of the usual
parade, which has been abandoned, due to
the difficulties presented by traffic.
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Phonograph Pickup
That Fee

s

Your Radio Set and Speaker

By Herbert E. Hayden
Photographs by the Author.

YOU can turn the crank of your phonograph a few times, place your favorite
record on the turntable, start it going, and

lean back in your easy chair for four

minutes of uninterrupted reception from

your loudspeaker! Four minutes of
Caruso, Martinelli, Bori, Chaliapin, De
Kreisler. And the sound
anrfrnrza.

is amplified in the audio channel of your
broadcast receiver and comes out of your
loudspeaker! Yes, sir!
Those who have a first-class radio set
with cone speaker and all the perquisities

for good quality may not care to add a
phonograph to their furniture. It may be

to the audio amplifier of the receiving set.
The loudspeaker will then sing out or

play up as well as the best phonograplt
reproducer. The details of the simple arrangement has been told in pictures for those who care to try their skill.

not need to
a turntable

Fig. 1-The basic part of the pick -up is a small telephone receiver taken from,
an ordinary headset. It should be small

proper speed, and a simple pick-up which
will transfer the vibrations on the record

Fig. 2-Cut the connecting lead to one
of the earpieces of the headset near the

of

interest that

they do

have anything better than

which will turn the record around at the

and _light.
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-form of the cord. Expose the terminals
and use for connection to the set, as will

inch. This hole is to take a regular
inch in diameter and about a foot in
phonograph needle. \Vhen this hole has length and drill two holes diametrically
-be-shown later.
been made in the end of the rod, drill an- near the ends. These holes should be at
Fig. 3-With a sharp pointed tool de- other hole in the side of the rod. This right angles to each other and they should

scribe a circle on the diaphragm before
:removing it from the case. This circle is

for reference only.
Fig. 4-Remove the diaphragm from the
.case and with a sharp pocket knife scrape

:the enamel from the surface inside the

circle described previously. Clean surface

-thoroughly.

Fig. 5-Now take

a

brass rod of

a

.quarter or 3 -16 -inch diameter and cut off
_a length of 1 inch or 1% inches. Place it
in a vise and drill a small hole in one end
.of it.

The size of the hole

not im-portant but may well be 1-16 inch. The
.depth of the hole should be about half an
is

hole should just run into the other and
is to be used for a set screw. The side

be if such size as to just take the "han-

dle" of the fork from the headset. Shape
hole should be drilled and tapped for 2-56 one of these forks as shown in this photo
machine screw.
and attach it to the dowel as shown. A
Fig. 6-The next step is to mount the long machine screw may be used for the
round rod on the diaphragm. The un- purpose, and two nuts should be used to
drilled end of the rod should be squared secure it and to prevent it from working
off and thoroughly cleaned. It may then loose. A lock washer will also be of help.
be fastened to the diaphragm by solderFig. 8-An anchor and swivel are necesing to the circle which had been cleaned sary for the device. For anchor a large

for the purpose. The phone units may

ink well or a small bottle may be used

pleted.

fork is driven through the center of the
cork in this manner. The bottle is placed

then be assembled. This figure shows how
it looks after this step has been com-

Fig. 7-Now take a dowel of from 44 to

as shown in this photo. The handle of the
Concluded on page 25)
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Eliminator Problems

Flow to Get Volt,' ges and Cure Motor
By William P. Lear
Radio Engineer, Universal Battery

Co.

BELIMINATORS differ in method of

rectification used and filteration scheme
employed as well as the general construction
and means for. controlling or regulating the
voltage.

The majority of B eliminators use the

Raytheon or gas filled tube as a rectifier of
the high voltage alternating current to a pulsating direct current. This method was used
by radio amateurs quite a while prior to its
adoption for use in B eliminators.
Then there is also the chemical rectifier
used by some manufacturers to convert the

alternating current to DC, as well. as the

filament type of electron rectifier, and the
oxidized disc principle of rectification. Each

one of these methods has certain drawbacks
and certain advantages.
The chemical rectifier has as its chief
drawback the fact that liquids must be used
and are subject to evaporation and must be
replaced at intervals, requiring some attention, besides being more or less messy.
The electron or filament type tube rectifier
has the disadvantage of being rather short
lived and expensive from the new point of
upkeep.

Two Popular Tubes
The Raytheon type tube or gas filled
rectifier, such as are manufactured by the
Raytheon Mfg. Co. and Q. R. S. Music
company, dominate the market, so far as
rectifiers are concerned, for use in B
eliminators. There is a very good reason
for this condition, even after considering
their defects, which are really small compared with their advantages over the
other systems of rectification available.
Rectification means the changing of the
alternating current (which supplies your

home with energy) to a Corm of direct current known to those in the electrical industry
as pulsating direct current. It is vitally
important that a B eliminator employ a system of rectification that will give the least
trouble and cost and least to operate. The
gas filled rectifier tube meets this need, especially so, now that the gas filled type tube
is available in

a larger

size or capacity.
Heretofore it has been practical, but
not satisfactory because of the high
internal impedance, or its inability to
handle large amounts of current for
any length of time, but this condition

to pass sufficent current to properly operate

perienced, due to the fact that the resistance

cipal and uses a wire wound resistor unit
which does not change its resistance with

a radio set using a very large number of
tubes. Even though it will operate a set
using five or six tubes, trouble will be exof these choke coils will not allow for instantaneous overload of the circuit. This
condition exists when a very loud note is
received by the radio set, which consumes
200 to 300 per cent more energy at that par-

ticular time than is ordinarily used by that
radio set.

Unless these choke coils are wound with
heavy enough wire, it will be impossible for
them to take care of this situation and will
materially decrease the smoothness of opera-

tion and tone quality of that set in par-

ticular, but a choke coil only tends to prevent the passing of any alternating current
or its component through these chokes and
would be useless were it not for the condenser which is shunted around each of
these choke coils. These condensers act as
a storage tank or storage battery to absorb

the extra power or voltage which is not
being used during the period the radio set
is idling or not working. Then, when a
loud note, or extra strain is put upon the
B eliminator by the radio set, the condensers

discharge for a brief period of time (not to
exceed two seconds), providing the extra
energy which is necessary, after which time
the B eliminator has a chance to catch up

and again charge the condensers for the
next overload.

Vital as "Snioothers"
This is a very necessary purpose of the

condensers but their effect on smoothing the
current is greater and more necessary than
their effect upon holding the voltage steady.

The voltage possible could vary a large
amount and the B eliminator would still be
satisfactory to use on some sets and for
some people, but should there be a hum present or AC component
manufacturers call it),

(as B eliminator
the B eliminator

under such circumstances would be impractical and unusable. Therefore, a certain
percentage of the eliminators on the market
are designed solely to produce a pure direct

current without any thought to the

load

which may be applied on them, instantly or

for any length of time.

This type of B

eliminator is rapidly becoming recognized

will give results equal to that of a fully

by its inability to produce faithful and undistorted tone quality on sets which operate
on B batteries quite satisfactorily.
The filter circuit and rectifier circuit are
very important parts of the eliminator, but
the method of controlling the voltage seems
to be giving the B eliminator manufacturer
the greatest worry. It is found that con-

ing this current to a point where it about
equals in quality that of a battery, and because of the fact that it is easy to accom-

solutely zero to the maximum can be obtained and there is no method of indicating
exactly or approximately the voltage being
obtained, and also due to mechanical and

has been remedied by the manufacturers of

these tubes so that very large amounts of

current can be rectified by these tubes without an appreciable loss, making it possible
to design a circuit for a B eliminator which

charged B battery.
There are more than one method of filtering this pulsating direct current, or smooth-

plish this result a number of manufacturers
have negelected to ascertain the actual out-

put characteristics of the current their B
eliminator is delivering at varying loads.

The Filter Circuit
A conventional filter circuit consists of
two choke coils which are simply two cores

of iron on which a large number of turns
of wire have been wound. The iron used,
the size of the wire, the number of turns,
together with the resistance, are important
factors as to the ability of this part of the

filter circuit to change the pulsating current
to direct current and also to supply a sufficient quantity of same.
It is possible to use a choke wound with
very small wire and a large number of turns
upon a small size core, which will have the
necessary inductance properly to smooth out
the pulsations but will not possess the ability

oating

be in vogue as it pretty nearly solves the

tinuously variable resistances are not always
satisfactory, because any voltage from ab-

electrical problem. This trouble reacts upon

resistance problem for the manufacturers of
B eliminators.
It operates on the "drop -in -voltage" printhe weather or other local and physical conditions, besides having the advantage of giv-

ing approximately the desired voltage on

various loads with provisions for readily adjusting or compensating for any slight difference in voltage that may be wanted.
The reason that this method has not been
used is probably due to the fact that rectifier
tubes available would not handle enough
current to allow a certain portion of it to be
dissipated through this shunt resistance but,
now, with the 85 milliampere rectifier tube,

such as the BH Raytheon and the 85 milli
Q. R. S. tube, this problem has been solved
and no difficulty should be encountered in

using this method of regulation.
The shunt resistance unit consumes from
20 to 50 milliamperes which, to the casual
observer,

would seem a gross waste of

energy, but the actual figures of efficiency
and cost --show that _there is a negligible dif-

ference as far as the cost of operation is

concerned, whereas there is a considerable
increase in tone quality and ease of voltage
regulation which more than make up for the
very slight difference in efficiency.

Voltage Known In Advance
It is possible with this method, to tell
the user approximately where he might obtain voltages, and after these voltages have
been obtained, there is no reason why they

should ever be changed unless the eliminator

is connected to an entirely different set.
All types of B eliminators will not work

on all types of radio sets and it will be found
few B eliminators will work well right
away, on a resistance coupled type of radio
set without changing the hook-up on either

the radio set or eliminator.

It seems that so -much common inductance
in the B eliminator causes "motor -boating"
to occur which means a sputtering or putting, resembling in sound the noise made by

a motorboat. This can be remedied in a B
eliminator employing the series type of resistance by connecting a 10,000 ohm resist-

ance unit between the B- and B amplifier
and between the B- and B intermediate that is, using two 10,000 ohms resistance
units, each shunted by a 10 to 14 mfd.
capacity condenser.

Cure For Motorboating
This will, in the majority of cases, clear
up any "motor -boating" which may have
been present and yvill materially increase

the tone of the set, especially when handling
large volume. Regardless of whether a
radio set is resistance coupled or not, the
20

mfd. condenser

across the respective

negative and positive B battery terminals
will materially increase the efficiency and
tone of any set. The condenser acts as a

the manufacturer and his cost of manufacturing the B eliminator using this item. It
would be impossible to arrive at a fixed
esistor which would give a definitely fixed
predetermined voltage available from any
particular binding post or tap, owing to the
fact that for increased loads consumed, less
voltage is available through a resistance

reserve storage battery to absorb the excess
voltage when not needed and to supply the
excess current when the load is very suddenly applied by the radio set which, in turn,
is caused by an instantaneous increase of
volume or a sustained loud orchestration.
If condensers are used in this manner

fixed resistances in series.

the radio set

unit, eliminating the possibility of using

The Unit Strip
The only other way in which a resistance
unit, not of the continually variable type,
can be employed is to shunt the entire re-

sistance strip across the output of the B
eliminator and then take taps off this resistance at various points, in order to obtain
various voltages. This system has not been

practical, to date, but from now on, should

when the B eliminator is of the series resistance type, care should be taken to have

turned on with the tubes

lit, before turning on the B eliminator, so as

to prevent the high voltage of the B eliminator from burning out or breaking down
the condensers. These condensers do not,

of necessity, have to be more than 160 work-

ing volt rating.
.There is a new condenser being marketed
which is of the electrolytic type and has
sufficient capacity to handle the situation
previously described.
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E. S. Programs Hoot Arctic

Stations Completing Special roadcasts
Chicago.

WINGING their way on superpower
waves a hundred messages went to

inhabitants of remote posts and settlements
of the Arctic circle-broadcast from KY W.

It was KY\V's fourth and last special Far
North program of the Winter.
The messages were addressed to members of the Royal Canadian Mounted

Police, in far-flung posts of the North-

west Territories; to representatives of the
Hudson's

Bay Company and Revillon

Freres, great trading companies; to sturdy
trappers and traders who spend the dark

months of Arctic winter preparing the
scant northern products for civilization;
to loyal, humane missionaries who spend
the long, drear spell amid ice and darkness ministering to human needs.
Spans Arctic Circle
Geographically,

the

Westinghouse

Far

North broadcasts-inaugurated in 1923 by
KDKA, Pittsburgh-span the whole ArcJUDITH ANDERSON, who conducts the weekly cooking chats over WLW, the
tic circle in the Western Hemisphere.
station in Cincinnati, presented William Stoess, musical director, with a cake,
Greenland and Iceland to the northwest Crosley
the fifth anniversary of the opening of this station. A 30 -hour maraBache Peninsula on Ellesmere Island, the commemorating
thon broadcasting program was the feature of the celebration.
farthest north inhabited post, where Sergeant Arthur Joy, two R. C. M. P. constables and a tribe of Eskimos dwell in
solitude; Pangnirtung on the south and
Pond's Inlet on the north end of Baffin
Island, where Hudson Bay empties into
icy seas-police posts at extremities of the
island; to the steamer Bay Maude, of the
Hudson's Bay Company, frozen in the ice
of Bernard Harbor. 12 degrees front the
North Pole; Aklavik, in the delta of the Stations Often Shut Down Abruptly, Even Without Informing
Mackenzie river, within a short distance
the Listening Public of the Reason For the Halt-Speed
of the line dividing the Yukon territory
Is in Interest of Humanity
between Canada and the United States;
to Point Barrow, Alaska's farthest flung
post-to these scattgred settlements and
"Ships that pass in the night" and what they enter the harbor, talking to land
many more, are the messages addressed they
to each other on the air waxes stations about docking facilities and the
by friends, relatives and business asso- are ofsay
vast interest to Uncle Sam, so like.
ciates.
much so that the United States GovernOccasionally, without any warning,
First Frozen Ship to Radio
ment requires every radio station to keep comes an SOS. In a flash, the operator
The Bay Maude, caught in the first one man exclusively occupied keeping a pulls a switch that immediately stops
freeze of quick -falling Winter, was frozen log of everything he hears on the air broadcasting, leaving fans to wonder what
in Bernard Harbor, Coronation Gulf, last during the hours the station is broadcast- has happened, so suddenly to halt their
November. It is equipped with radio re- ing.
program. Frequently, the program is receiving and sending apparatus; early in
At WAAM, William Riedel, "Al" Rein- sumed after a few minutes or a few
January the operator sent word by way of hardt and Joseph Deppe, assistant oper- hours, but sometimes there are exciting
Aklavik that all the Far North transmis- ators, take turns sitting with a pair of times on the air that the radio audience
sions of the Westinghouse stations had phones over their ears and jotting down knows nothing about until it sees the story
been received on board ship. Aklavik has strange jumbles of letters on a typewriter. in the papers next day.
been receiving the special programs prac- The chart they keep represents everyOnce in a great while, the broadcaster's
tically since their inception, having pre- thing they can catch that vibrates the log keeper is the first to hear the distress
signal. Then it is his duty immediately to
viously confirmed the reception. The Bay ether during broadcasting hours.
Mostly, these notes, which the govern- flash the appeal to the New York Navy
Maude is thought to be the first ship ever
frozen in Arctic waters which was ment forbids making public, are memorYard in Brooklyn, which relays it to
anda
of ships signalling each other as Coast Guard stations and vessels at sea.
equipped with radio to maintain vital contacts with home and country.
In
communicating with Greenland to Iceland. Confirmation was received of
blushing across Yukon barrens are two
young Danish scientists, Guten and Engi KDKA uses long and short wave trans- the reception in Greenland and of the remissions
simultaneously. On the commer- broadcast. but it was not determined defiPorsild, sons of Dr. Morten Porsild, Danish government scientist stationed on the cial broadcast length of 309 meters, nitely if Reykjavik, capital of Iceland, had
has reached practically every received the original messages. HoltenIsland of Disko, Greenland. Through the KDKA
Westinghouse Far North broadcasts word radio -equipped settlement in the North, Moeller also received the Porsild mes-

Sudden Silence a Tip

That SOS Is On the Air

of the boys twice has been sent to the
father this Winter. They bear commis-

sions from the Dominion government to
investigate botanical growths in the Mackenzie delta, with a view to stocking reindeer there.
Long and Short Waves
They departed from Nome, Alaska,
shortly before January, after the first
snow had packed the trails. They expect
to arrive iii Aklavik about the first of
March. Again, on their arrival in Aklivik,
they will communicate with Westinghouse
stations in the United States-through the
medium of the Canadian Westinghouse
Company, Ltd.-and word will be flashed
to the father in Disko.

but
its powerful 63 -metre experimental set, it has broken through the
atmospherics of Spring and Summer.

Thus, while the long waves reach far and
wide during the Winter spell-when dark-

ness hangs over the Arctic like a heavy
pall, the high -frequency short waves penetrate the static of Summer, insuring yearround communication with the Far North.

At Godhaven, Greenland-on the Island
of Disko-is radio station OGG, manned

by Hugo Holten-Moeller. This station has
received all of the Far North programs of
the Winter from KDKA, although it has

been impossible so far to check its reception of the other Westinghouse stations. On a special broadcast to Iseland,
on last. Christmas night, Station OGG

was requested to rebroadcast the messages

sages.

Experiment Year Round
Although station KFKX, Hastings, Neb.,
was leased recently by the National

Broadcasting Company for use as an ex-

perimental

center in agricultural programs, it will complete its schedule to the
Far North with its remaining program
February 25. KDKA, Pittsburgh, will tune
its

last regular program one week front

February 26, while WBZ, Boston and
Springfield, Mass. will end the season formally on March 5.
Experimental communication, however,

will be kept up throughout the year between KDKA and amateur and govern-

ment stations in the Far North on the
experimental short wave set.
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1'he Tone Army Acs. vances
The Filtered Output Is Its L test Weapon
By B. Erie Buckley
Associate, Institute

of

Radio Engineers

T

radio set that stands in the home
today is the lineal descendant of the
small crystal, coil and headphone set familiar some years ago. It is the offspring
but bears little resemblance to its father,
for the crystal is gone, the headphone is
rarely seen, and all the binding posts that
were on the front have been supplanted
by a cable entering the set from the back.
This leaves the coil and the panel as about
the only remaining members of the original assembly. The panel stays black and
behind

it we find the coil wound on a

supporting form of high-grade dielectric
and not on an oatmeal box as of yore.

Today front four to ten tubes light at
may be supplied from the light socket.
Music floods the room and it seems that
the experimental side has been finished
and radio has taken its place as a stabilized home necessity in a few short years.
However, the experimental and research
work still go on as intensively as ever
and many problems are yet to be solved.
Some of these are as far from solution
as they were when broadcasting first

the touch of a switch, and the power

made radio the common household utility
that it is today.
Sound Progress

Perhaps the longest strides have been

made in sound or music reproduction front

cornpanying output an audio amplifing

educated to an appreciation of instrumental and vocal music demanded true
value and an accurate picture of that
which was broadcast. What the public
wants the public usually gets. As a result of the investigations carried on by

optimum value of response to tone fre-

a receiving viewpoint, for here a public

engineers in the laboratories of the country the range of audio frequencies given
by the loudspeaker runs from about 100

to 2,500 cycles and in some cases over
this. This means that tones in the lower
register so essential to good music are
not missing and tones in the upper register have that timbre without which they
sound thin. The music was body, we say.

stalled some form of coupling must be
used to compensate for the speaker whose
input characteristics are not in agreement with the output characteristics of
the tube with which it is to be used. This
lack of agreement results in what might
be termed as a peaked frequency response
or a loss of response at a designated frequency.

Like an electric generator and its ac -

A Person Is Able to Distinguish a Change in Intensity of Two
Signals When They Differ By About One
Transmission Unit

due to the proper matching of impedances. The latter is a negative idea in
that proper snatching prevents a greater
loss or attenuation, but the measure of
the gain caused by proper matching of
impedances is positive.
Loss, or attenuation, may be due to ins proper matching of impedances, to shunt

and series impedances as well as to the

presence of resistances in the circuit.

Strictly speaking, the loss is the actual
loss of energy in resistances while attenuation is the reduction of current or voltage strength due to the presence of pure
reactances.
Gain and loss, amplification and attenu-

uation are variously measured in terms
of Napiers, in miles of standard cable,
and in transmission units.

A standard cable is a No. 19 gauge
farads and a resistance of 88 ohms per
cable which has a capacity of .054 micro mile.

It has negligible inductance and

shunt leakage. When gain or loss is expressed in terms of miles of standard cable
frequency enters as a factor and it is necessary to specify at what resistance the
measurement is made. When gain or loss

quency is not obtained when a speaker is
chosen and indiscriminately placed in a
circuit whose output impedance is equal
to or greater than that of the,speaker.
It is about the various means of coupling and the proper choice of this essential
that this article deals. There are two
types generally used: (1), the compensat-

ing transformer or output transformer;
(2), the choke coil and condenser arrangement. Both have their advantages but in

my opinion the choke coil and condenser
will give more flexibility and will adapt
itself to a greater variety and number of
precautions be observed.
speakers. And if more than one speaker
are placed on line the choke coil and conImpedance Compared
denser or filter circuit with the proper
First the loudspeaker must be chosen resistance to control reactance will give a
to match the constants of the amplifier,, greater ease of handling.
It is also important that with the voltor if the speaker has been chosen and in-

But to take full advantage of these improvements it is important that certain

Volume Must Change 25%
Ill efore Ear Notes Difference
The term gain is often used for amplification, just as loss is used for attenuation. The gain in a circuit may not only
be due to the voltage amplification of the
tubes used in the receivers and the stepup in transformers, but it may also be

tube works more efficiency when a proper
load is placed upon it. The impedance of
a speaker should be at least twice that of
the output impedance of the tube. This

are expressed in terms of Napiers or in
transmission units the frequency does not
enter. The figures merely express a ratio

ages used today as a result of rectified

house current, and the current passed by
modern output tubes, that some means be
taken to keep excessive direct current out
of the coils of the speaker.

Wire is Fine
For the wire comprising the coils of a

loudspeaker is of very small diameter, i. e.,
.025 of an inch, and not intended to carry

the amount of current passed on to it today. This matter becomes doubly important when it is noted that to repair any of
the good makes of speakers after burnout
costs from $4 to $5. I am connected with
a laboratory which specializes in speaker
design and repair and I have had ample
proof of the needless expense many persons would have saved themselves had
they adopted some means of protecting
their speaker before inserting a power
tube at a plate potential of 135 volts or

more.

A third important factor contributing to
good speaker reproduction is the advisability of placing the speaker at some remote point from the set itself. In fact,

many persons desire the speaker in an adjoining or other room. This, however, is

of two currents, or two voltages, or of

in accord with modern practice and is

a unit that the natural logarithm of the
ratio of two currents is unity. A trans-

and return to the set. This means the

technically correct.
Without filtered
two powers.
however, the voltage drop is
All the methods of expressing a gain or 'coupling,
considerable,
as
the
plate
potential must
loss involve logarithms. A Napier is such act through all the leads to
the speaker

mission unit is such that ten transmission
units makes the common logarithm of the
ratio of two currents unity. Suppose that
the voltage measured in the output of one
stage of an amplifier is ten times that of
the voltage as measured in the preceding.
The voltage ratio is then 10. The common
logarithm of 10 is by definition equal to
one, and this in turn by definition is equal
to 10 transmission units, or T. U. as the
term is abbreviated. Suppose the voltage
ratio is 100. The common logarithm of
100 is 2, and that makes the gain equal to

lessening of volume and, also due to the
lowered plate voltage, less than full benefit from the power tube. By using a filtered output the direct current or applied

An average person is able to discrimin-

well as every one who now has a set and
feels that his tone quality is not all that
it could possibly be.

20 T. U.

ate between an intensity difference of
25%. That is, if one signal has an intensity of unity, an average person is able

to tell that a signal which has an intensity
of 1.25 is greater. The common logarithm
of 1.25 is about .097, which is equal to .97
T. U. Hence a person is able to distinguish a difference in intensity of two

signals when they differ by about one
transmission unit.

plate voltage is kept within the set and

the audio frequency current actuating the
speaker is alone sent to the remote point.
Improves Quality
All of the foregoing points must be con-

sidered in gaining that most elusive of

radio achievement, nearly perfect quality.
And every designer of a modern receiver

must take them into consideration,

as

Coupling transformers may be purchased today at almost any radio store.
The General Radio Company, Silver Marshall and the Amsco Company, among
ethers, manufacture them. A choke -coil
condenser filter is manufactured by the
Jaynxon Laboratories under the trade
name of the Tone Bridge.
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The Phasatro! Circuit
Constants and Assembly of Hookup
[Part I of this article was published last
week, issue of February 12. Part II, the
conclusion, follows.]

By Capt. Peter V. O'Rourke
eMELDING is not necessary when

Bo-

° dine are employed. - Even when
shielding is used to remove the last trace of
coils

outer -coil coupling and direct pick-up the
losses introduced into the tuned circuits by
the shielding is not as great as for the solenoidal coils. This greatly favors the astatic
coil both when shielding is used and when
it is not.
The substitution of a loop for an antenna

is accomplished- by means of a double circuit

jack J1. This jack should preferably be
of the low capacity type, but any of the
ordinary jacks may be used for the purpose. A plug that fits into the jack should
be provided on the loop terminals so that
the loop may be inserted quickly. An important feature about the loop terminals is

to separate them by about an inch and to
fix them so that the distance between the

leads is the same at all time no matter how
the loop is turned. One way of doing this
is to sew the two wires into a cloth ribbon

of some stiffness, one of the wires being
at each side of the ribbon. This method of
confining the loop terminals prevents any

change in the capacity across the coil as the,
loop is turned, and this is a very convenient
feature in a loop set.
R is the Volume Control
The volume control in the set is the fila-

ment rheostat R in the filament circuit of
the first radio frequency tube. From ten to

twenty ohms will be sufficient to control
volume in this set when a type A tube is
used. In a receiver in which there is considerable pick-up by the individual coils a
rheostat in one of the filament circuits

would not be sufficient for controlling volume on local stations, but it is quite sufficient when the only pick-up is that which
enters the set by way of the antenna. In
addition to the rheostat there is an amperite

resistor RI in the filament circuit of the

first tubs. This is mainly for preventing
overheating of the filament in case all of
the rheostat R is cut out of the circuit.

The filament current in the remaining

tubes is automatically adjusted by R2, R3

and R4, also Amperites.

The grid leak R5 in this circuit should

be from one to five megohms of the metallic
conductor type. This type should be used
to insure quietness of cperation. For loud
signals the lower value of leak may be used
but when distant stations are to be picked a
somewhat greater sensitivity will be obtained
with the higher value. For average work the
leak may be about two megohms. The condenser C5 in the grid circuit may be of any
value between .0001 and .0005 mfd. For
average conditions the usual value of .00025
mfd. may be used.
The condenser in the plate circuit C6

THREE VIEWS of the completed receiver.
should not be larger than .001 infd., while circuit. If, however, the coupling device be.0005 mfd. is a good compromise. If the tween the detector and the first audio is a
coupling between the detector and the first resistance the condenser should be employed,
audio is transformer or choke coil it should but even for this type of coupling its value
not be necessary to use any by-pass con- should be about .0005 mfd.
denser here, because the self capacity of the
The Phastrols themselves-manufactured
coil is usually sufficient in a non -regenerative by Electrad, Inc., and invented by John F.
Rider-are simple to adjust. Simply turn
the shank on each with a screwdriver until
squealing stops.

The audio frequency amplifier has been
omitted purposely because many fans desire

their own type of amplification.
Any type may be added to the tuner -deto select

tector described in this article. Some fans

may prefer high class audio transformer
amplification because of the high step-up
obtainable with two tubes. Others will pre-

e
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THIS SET has only two tuning controls. Jack, switch and rheostat complete
the panel parts.

fer the twin impedance type because of its
inherent advantages, while still other may
prefer either choke coil or resistance coupling because of the superb quality obtainable with these types. All may be satisfied
by merely plugging in theiy preferred type
in jack J2 provided for that purpose.
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Ro d to IFIficiency

for It ern rd1 Electric

Seattle Rallies
To Support ®f

Listeners Club
Seattle, Wash.

Bronze Beauty or Any Other Set Made Batteryless and HumlessStabilization Necessary-An Idea Presented for Reconnecting B Voltage Leads

Plans were outlined recently, which are
expected to insure a large and influential
radio listeners' club for Seattle, to be spon-

The use of Radi-A, a device that eliminates both the A battery and the charger,

Radio and Music Trades Association, which

in

conjunction

with the Acme E-1 B

eliminator, and a variable resistor to obtain high negative grid bias for the power
tube, enables complete batteryless opera-

tion of almost any receiver, where the
supply is alternating current, at 110 volts,
50 to 60 cycles. How this system was
adopted to the Bernard Receiver, to constitute

Bernard Electric Bronze
Beauty, was described in last week's
issue, February 12. Herewith are some
the

hints on how to obtain best results from

this combination.
Motor -boating has to be considered,
first because it is the commonest cause

of trouble where B eliminators are used,
and secondly because it is most often
encountered where direct coupling is incorporated, for either radio or audio frequency amplification (resistance or impedance coupling). An easy remedy is to
reduce the amplification slightly, by in-

stalling a higher value of resistance in
the detector plate circuit.

While the voltage drop in the higher resistor is proportionately greater, the amplification will

be less, due to the reduction in B voltage
and current. Another reason why this
system tends to cure motor -boating is
that the resistance used for coupling becomes much larger than the variable resistor on the eliminator, used for B+
detector voltage control, and this sharing
of the load reduces the impedance of the
critical circuit.
A Little Oscillation

The radio side of the circuit must be

balanced against self -oscillation. It is a

peculiar thing that when you use a B
battery eliminator you are in danger of
modulating the hum, or result of the
ripple voltage, upon the reception as a
whole, if

any radio or audio tube

is

oscillating ever so slightly. Now, on the
radio side a tube may self -oscillate slightly, and yet under ordinary conditions this

would do no harm, perhaps even some

good, due to action just at the oscillation
point, or very slightly below it, perhaps.
Receivers embodying a couple of stages
of RF usually will break into pretty bad
self -oscillation at around 350 meters, and
the object of systems of neutralization is
to keep the set stabilized, or usable, below that point. Hence neutralization is a
process of obtaining decent reception, on
low wavelengths, where otherwise no re -

ception might- be obtained there.

But for
the vital purpose of avoiding the hum
it is necessary that the receiver be stabilized even to a greater extent than bare
reception would require. Therefore the
plate voltage of the B eliminator for the
radio

frequency

tubes

should

very

be

carefully adjusted. The fixed radio frequency transformer in the first stage,

peaked at a high level, has a damping

effect

upon

the lower wavelengths,

and

this helps greatly toward stabilization.
You may notice that you hear a hum on
low waves, but you will not hear any on
high waves, the reason being the modulation of the ripple voltage effect on whatever tubes in the receiver are oscillating,
even if only slightly oscillating. No hum
wily be heard when you get things going
properly.

sored and financed by the radio dealers.

At the first meeting of. the year of the
took the form of a banquet at the New

Hotel, it was revealed that
plans were complete for the formation of a
city-wide listeners' club, similar to the one
in Portland, Ore., which has been so suc-

Washington

cessful.

Augmented by the presence of out-of-town
dealers, the gathering of more than 150 persons enjoyed the meeting.
Broadcast of two performances of the
coming Seattle Civic Opera was'assured by
the action of the association in underwrit-

ing the opera to the extent of more than

$2,000 authorized by the board of directors.

More than half of this sum already had

been pledged by the music group, and the
balance will be raised in the radio group.
Dates for the 1927 Seattle Radio Show
have been definitely set for September 2, 3,
4 and 5, and the association plans to assist

An Idea For Connections
The connection of the B plus lead to
the radio frequency tubes deserves attention (Fig. 1, February 12). This was
shown as the B+ Amp. lead of the Acme
eliminator. All the audio tubes were connected to B+ power. In some instances
better results will be obtained if B+
power is reserved for the last tube (6),
while B+ detector is connected to detector and two RF tube plates. That

in maintaining a high standard of radio

first and second audio tubes. This suggestion is made because of the unknown

Youmans New Head
of Columbus League

leaves B+ Amp. for the plates of the

value

of

the

bypass

condenser

the
If it is for
in

eliminator across B+ amp.
RF it is small, if for AF it is large. Hence
if a large condenser is used as bypass
(say .1 mfd. or more) and radio bypassing

programs throughout the coming summer.
Matt Gormley, who was president of the
Radio Listeners' Club last year, was a guest

at the meeting and urged that an entirely

new organization be built up this year which
would have the financial support of the
radio dealers. He was assured that a committee headed by F. S. Kuhn was already at

work and that a mass meeting of Seattle
radio fans would be called within a few
days to discuss local interference problems.

Columbus, 0.

Thomas L. Youmans, 7Q4 Neil avenue,

was elected president of the Columbus Radio

the objective, the higher audio notes
are cut off, and reception is blurred and
weak. A small bypass condenser for AF,

League for 1927, recently, at the league's
annual meeting held at the Neil House. He

try the system as suggested,

and has been one of the most active members of the fans' organization.
John W. Newton, president of the Capitol

is

on the other hand, does little good. Hence

are unaccountably weak.

if signals

Baird Sees Far -Off Person

to Whom He Is Phoning
Glasgow.

Now it's the electric eye, according to
John Baird, that ingenious and dexterous
Scottish inventor, who recently demonstrated how it was possible to see through
a wall. As well as seeing these objects,
characteristic sounds of these objects are
heard. He showed how it was possible to
call up a certain party and see to whom
you are talking.

succeeded Claude A. Bawden, first president.
Mr. Youmans is a commercial photographer

Camera Co., was named first vice president;
M. K. Easley, technologist at the American
Zinc Oxide Co., second vice president, and
Prof. William A. Knight of the department
Df Industrial Engineering, Ohio State University, third vice president.
Earl Minderman, radio editor of the Columbus Citizen, was re-elected secretary,

and M. M. Carothers, radio editor of The

Dispatch, treasurer.
The 1927 membership drive got off to a
flying start, approximately 75 new members
and renewed memberships being chalked up
at the meeting.

Lower Tempera tune Improves Sian
A study of the variation in strength of

signals from the transatlantic radio stations
at Tuckerton and New Brunswick, N. J.,
conducted by Dr. L. W. Austin and Miss I.
J. Wymore of the Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce, and extending over
more than two years, appears to prove that
there is some kind of inverse relationship
between signal strength and local temperature, though of course this temperature effect is often masked by other influences.
That is, when temperature is low, signals are
strong while when the temperature is high,
signals are Weak.
A curve plotted to show monthly averages
of temperature and signal strengths brings
out this conclusion very strikingly. The
average signals of February are more than

twice as strong as those of July. The day
by day relationship is less marked, varying
from fairly clear in the the winter months
to obscure in midsummer.
The commonly accepted ideas regarding

the earth's atmosphere indicate that there

should be no connection between the weather
near the ground and conditions at heights of
62 miles or more, where the main variations

in radio signal intensity are supposed to be
produced. However, the Bureau's investiga-

tions show that the variations

in signal

strength are actually produced in the upper

atmosphere and not in the portion of the

wave traveling along the ground, because in
the region involved there is no definite

change in intensity as a result of long continued rains or droughts or because of the

Lel

1

presence or absence of snow, at least for
wavelengths over 1,000 meters. In addition,
it

is hardly conceivable that the rapid in-

tensity changes observed during cold waves

can be due to the penetration of frost into
the ground, because this is of necessity a
gradual process.

In this investigation the Bureau found it
advisable to confine its studies to transmissions from stations at moderate distances,
120 to 370 miles. In the case of more distant stations, weather conditions can not be
expected to be uniform over the entire signal
path, while for distances less than 120 miles

the variations in signal strength for the

usual transaltlantic wavelengths may become

too small for profitable study.
Experiments are still under way.
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The Sixolrube Victoreen
Wiring and Circuit Theory

iscussec

[Part I of this article was Published last
week, issue of February 12, and the constants cited refer to the schematic wiring
diagram in that issue. Part II, the conclusion, follows.]

THE two detector tubes might well be
of the same type, as the B voltage will
be the same for each. The second detector (tube 6) has to handle a heavy load

on strong local signals so a 112 tube
(ordinarily used for the last audio stage)
is a good choice. It is an excellent detector. If a 112 is used also for the first
detector a gain in volume and a small
gain in

sensitivity are achieved.

The

oscillator may be a type A tube. For

the intermediate channel the type A tubes
or high mu tubes may be used.

The rheostat R4 is critical on distant

stations, as it controls the three intermediate frequency tubes, hence sensitivity.
For local reception it need not be varied,

unless a local comes in very weakly.
It is better to use the potentiometer as
the volume control for locals, and both the
rheostat R4 and the potentiometer R3 for
distant stations.

As for distance, it came in very well,
through locals: The tests were
made at Red Bank, N. J. Volume was

even

For instance, WJAZ, Chicago,
came in actually louder than most locals.
excellent.

Other Chicago stations and WJR, De-

troit, were loud, and every distant station
tuned in was enjoyed on the speaker.
The audio channel may be anything the
constructor prefers, and may be built as

a distinct unit, or as part of a "power
pack," that is, audio amplifier and B eliminator combination.
Well -Tried Hook -Up

The hookup is standard. The separation of the detector and B plus RF amplifier voltages is not quite usual in connection with this circuit, but makes for
improved efficiency. The condenser C3
prevents tube blowouts in the event the

stator and rotor plates of C2 are jam-

med together due to some accident. A
high quality condenser for C3 is necessary, as any leakage across will charge
the grid of tube 2 positively, hence prevent the oscillator from oscillating, and
reception as well. C is a small variable

condenser, to reduce the antenna coupling,
as even with the five -turn primary Ll of

THE baseboard and panel layout of parts is shown in these two photographs. The
angular position of the antenna coupler, extreme right, is to be determined experimentally. The conventional position is shown, but it is not always the best, as self oscillation may be strong.

make access to a particular location of the
speaker a little easier. It is just as well

to omit the detector jack, if you don't
go in for earphone reception, and make
the jack a part of the audio wiring, so

the speaker can be plugged in.
Circuit Theory.
The theory of the Super -Heterodyne
tions are received. The Precise .0001 mfd. has been fully explained in previous iscondenser was used for C, and, though sues, so will be treated very briefly here.
placed on the front panel to balance off
The condenser Cl is turned so that its
the jack, might just as well be at the capacity, in conjunction
with the inductrear. In fact, the jack need not be on the ance
of L2. cause a given frequency to be
front panel, and was put there only to most acceptable, e.g., the frequency of a

the Victoreen antenna coil a long aerial
may afford greater pickup than is desirable, since the static level may rise to
a point near the signal when distant sta-

desired station.

Let us assume this fre-

quency is 1,000,000 cycles (1,000 kilocycles;

300 meters). The oscillator circuit is then
tuned to a frequency that differs from the

station frequency to the extent of the

intermediate frequency. Assume the intermediate frequency to be 60,000 cycles

(60 kc; 5,000 meters). Then the station

'requency is 1,000,000 cycles, the intermediate
frequency is 60.000 cycles, and the
oscillator. is tuned to 1,060,000 cycles or
940,000 cycles, since each of these two

differs from 1,000,000 by 60.000, the fre-

quency that the intermediate channel
passes. Therefore nearly all stations can

he heard at either of two settings of the
oscillator dial.

The Repeat Tuning
One setting represents the oscillator fre-

ON the front panel are the two 360 -degree
dials for tuning. At left is the
antenna series condenser knob. The rheostatRemler
for the three intermediate amplifying
tubes is at right of the first dial. Next come the switch and the potentiometer. The

oscillator rheostat and detector jack complete the list.

quency subtracted from the station frequency (higher number on oscillator dial).
The other setting represents the station
frequency subtracted from the oscillator
frequency. It is well to have the advantage of choice, as this helps a lot in
eliminating secondary interference, in chiding whistles of steady pitch.
The mixing of the two frequencies, or

modulation of the one on the other, takes
place in 'tube 1. This is not really a detector but the hookup for detction is like
that for modulation. Detection takes
'Aare in

1:?

-1
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Music Taste

Going Up;

.t

280 More Contempl tee.

of Iii adioists

At High Level

C.'

Likelihood That Total Number in Operation, Now About 700,
, Will Decrease Soon, Due to Terrific Economic PressureProblem for New Commission
Washington.

Expert opinion is that the compromise
radio bill is much better than might have
been expected.
The opinion prevails that the final
product is the White bill with only a few
The controversy lasted six
months, during which time the total number of stations increased from 530 to 700.
changes.

The most important change is that the

proposed

semi-independent

commission

would function throughout the first year
and all matters pertaining to licensing of
stations would go directly to it. After the
first year, only matters of a controversial
nature would be referred to the Commission as originally proposed in the White
bill.

Under the compromise bill, the salaries
of the Commissioners are fixed at $10,000

each for the first year, and $30 per day
for each day in session after the first
year.
There is a lot of speculation as to what
the Commission can do about the surplus
of stations. Advocates of the bill claim
the Commission will have full authority
to handle the problem in any way it
sees fit. Another line of thought is that
it may prove difficult if not impossible
for the Commission to take such a radi-

cal step as requiring a number of stations
to close down.
Still another view is that the Commission won't have to do anything about the
present situation; that the stations on

the air at present may be permitted to
continue to operate and that during a

short time enough of them will drop out
to permit more satisfactory operation and
reception.

To confound the holders of this view is

the latest report of the Department of
Commerce which shows changes in the

broadcasting field between July 1 last and

January 15. The report shows 181 new
stations in operation, 148 stations under

construction, and the construction of 280
additional stations is being considered.
Furthermore, 150 stations have increased
their power and 104 have changed their
wavelengths.
follow :

The changes by districts

First District (Boston) : 15 new stations,
15 stations under construction, 13 stations
being considered, 5 have increased power,
and 14 have changed waves.

stations being considered, 14 stations have

increased power, 4 are preparing to increase power, and 10 have changed waves.
Eighth District (Detroit): 28 new stations, 14 stations under construction, 87
stations being considered. 22 have increased power, 3 are preparing to in-

crease power and 7 have changed waves.
Ninth District (Chicago): 56 new stations, 52 under construction, 49 being
considered, 62 have increased power, 19
are preparing to increase power, and 28
have changed waves.

Cities in which new stations are under
construction follow : Nutley, N. J., Paterson, N. J.; Lubbock, Texas; San Antonio,
Texas ; Duncan, Okla.; Cedar Grove, La.;
Plainview, Texas; Logan, Ohio; Erie, Pa.;
Oswega, N. Y.; Huntington, W. Va.;
Bath, N. Y.; Auburn, N. Y.; Rollins, W.
Va.; Akron, Ohio; Ticonderoga, N. Y.;
Syracuse, N. Y.; Arkansas City, Kansas;
Garnett, Kansas ; Concordia, Kansas ; Clinton, Iowa; Sioux City, Iowa; Blue
Springs, Nebr.; Scottsbluff, Nebr.; Cozard, Nebr.

Station Changes
Washington.

Licenses have been granted by the De-

partment of Commerce to ten new stations,
while three stations have discontinued operation. None of the new stations is of sufficient power to cause much interference unless located in very congested areas. The

new stations follow:

Station.

Station and location.

Kc.

Wt

480

624.5

50

271

1106

50

384

781

50

M.

KROX-N. D. Brown, Seat265.3 1130 100
tle, Wash.
WLBM-Browning Drake .
Corp., Boston, Mass

KGEO-R. D. Chamberlain,
rand Island, Nebr
KGEF-Full Gospel Church,
Okla. City, Okla

WMBQ-P.

J.

KSCJ-The

Sioux

Gollhefer,

210 1428 100
Brooklyn N. Y
WM131J-P. J. Miller, Pitts236.1 1270 50
burgh, Pa.

City

Journal, Sioux City, Ia. 444
WMBR-Premier Elec. Co.,
250
Tampa, Fla.
WMBW-Youngst'n B'Casting Co., Youngstown, 0. 279
KGFH-FrederickRobinson,

675

10

1199 100
1075

50

stations, 4 stations under construction, 36
stations being considered, 14 have increased power, and 13 have changed

218.8 1370 100
La Crescenta, Calif.
CHANGES
KGCN-Concordia, Kans., 210 meters,
1,428 kc., to 235 meters, 1,276 kc.

Third District (Baltimore): 9 new stations, 4 stations under construction, 7

1,351 kc., to 202 meters, 1,484 kc.

Fourth District (Atlanta) : 2 new sta-

1,130 kc., to 355.4 meters, 844 kc.

Second District (New York): 25 new

waves.

stations being considered, 6 have increased
power, and 2 have changed waves.

tions, 5 stations under construction, 9 have

increased power, 4 are preparing to increase power, and 5 have changed waves.
Fifth District (New Orleans) : 14 new

stations, 17 stations under construction, 31
stations being considered, 7 have in-

creased power, 13 are preparing to in-

crease power, and 8 have changed waves.
Sixth District (San Francisco) : 8 new
stations, 13 stations under construction, 33
stations being considered, 11 stations have

increased power, 3 are preparing to in-

crease power, and 17 have changed waves.

Seventh District (Seattle): 24 new stations, 24 stations under construction, 24

WMPC, Lapeer, Mich., from 222 meters,

The call of WGHB, at Clearwater, Fla.,
has been changed to WFHH, and the wave
of the station changed from 265.3 meters.
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has changed its
wave from 245.8 meters, 1,220 kc, to 246.8
meters, 1,215 kc., and increased its power
to 250 watts.

KGCG, Newark, Ark., has changed its

wave from 239.9 meters, 1,250 kc, to 234.2
meters, 1,280 kc.
The call of WSWS, Batavia, Ill., has been
changed to WTAS.

WJR and I,VCX are now owned exclusively by the Detroit "Free Press."
The stations which have discontinued operation follow: KFYO, Texarkana, Texas;

WWPR, Detroit,' Mich., and KFOO, Salt
Lake City, Utah.

Pittsburgh.

The growth of radio programs, especially of their musical content, furnishes
an interesting study in the trend of music
itself. In six and a half years broadcasting has progressed so startlingly that
whole concerts by great symphony orchestras today compose programs broad-

cast by chains of stations and covering

the continent of North America.
Compare the lack of ostentation at the

outset, at the real start of broadcasting,
when KDKA, the first broadcaster in the
world, transmitted the results of the

Presidential election on November 2, 1920.
No pomp, no ceremony, no great corps of
artists, no vast outlays of electrical equip-

ment, no elaborate studios such as are

part of the broadcasting equipment of today. In fact, there were no receiving sets
save those of a few scattered amateurs.
The First Classics
Within the first year of its life KDKA
had established a plane of music program
unsurpassed by any station in the world.
It had gathered together, under the direction of Victor Saudek, a fine flutist, the
KDKA Little Symphony Orchestra. The
first orchestra to give classical music pro-

grams over the radio -was the KDKA Little
Symphony. For many months it excelled
in the balance of its programs, its thought-

ful pieces skillfully offset by light -opera
selections; deep music contrasted to more
expressive, fantastic compositions.
The growth of broadcasting in 1924 and
1925 was enormous. The lack of regulatory powers to cut down station interference caused severe disorder in radio for
several months. The percentage of listeners who were affected by wave jumpers

and interfering stations probably was a
very small part of the whole ; but the
feeling grew among radio listeners that
there were degrees of program quality
among stations, as well as degrees of

technical quality. Also, the numerous stations, despite the seeming predeliction for
jazz and popular music, managed to get a
sizeable amount of classical music into the
air. The result was that classical music, "

and stations which presented invariably
good music programs were very much in
demand.

Branches Out
The organization of chain broadcasting
with several programs by world-famous
artists broadcast from concert halls,

stages and theatres of New York City,
undoubtedly had a great influence on the
musical trend of the radio audience. But

the greater part of the growth in that

audience's appreciation came slowly, bit
by bit, and was not marked by any one
outstanding development.

During this Winter many stations inclassical music periods-no
longer as innovations, but as integral
augurated

stock of their programs. A very few have
attempted chamber music.

During those formative years in radio,

Victor Saudek kept up his classic con-

certs at KDKA, biding the time until his
audience was prepared for greater heights
in music. In December last he decided
that the time was appropriate for resuming chamber music recitals. Since his first
concert, shortly after New Year's Day, he
has given several- chamber music recitals,
and plans many more.

.The gain in popularity of better -class
music has made itself felt throughout the
country, and program directors are constantly giving listeners better and -better
music.
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White States the Case
for Compromise
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Offers Solution to Problems of Interference, Monopoly and
General Absence of Authority to Control the Air, Says Representative Who Led Fight in House for Relief Measure

By Wallace H. White, Jr.
Representative from Maine

Radio legislation may fall far short of
what it should be, but it is at least a step
in the right direction. First and foremost,
it asserts unequivocally the power and au-

thority of the United States over this means
of communication and gives to the Federal
Government power over the vital factors of
radio communication.
What is the situation throughout the
country with respect to radio? I have heard

a multitude of complaints with respect to
the conditions which obtain. Why do they
exist? In large measure because in the
Federal Government we have had and now
have no adequate power of regulation or
control over these agencies of communication.

Back in 1912 we passed a radio law. Since
that time the whole industry has been revolutionized and that law is wholly inadequate
and inapplicable to the conditions that now
confront us. Some of us who have been

giving our time to this subject have long
realized that under that law there was no
authority in the Federal Government to allocate wavelengths, to determine the power

which the stations should use, to fix the
location of those stations, to require the division of time-all in the interest of effi-

ciency of communication. Some of us have
also believed that in the absence of legis-

lation by Congress it was inevitable that the
Courts of the country sooner or later would

determine, as they have determined, that

priority in point of time in the use of a

wave length established a priority of right.

Bill elltnis heal Authority
You will find all through the country today men interested in this great question
who are entirely content that radio legislation at this time shall fail. They are ready
to take their chances of going into the
courts of the country and asserting that
through expenditures of money, through

prior appropriation of wavelengths, they
have acquired equitable rights which the
courts will enforce against others and

against the power of the United States.
This is the situation that confronted us,
and the necessity of dealing with this situation and of conferring an authority of regulation to minimize interference which now
sadly impairs broadcasting has been the
compulsion back of the effort to get legislation.

This bill gives to the Commission, and
thereafter to the Secretary of Commerce,
subject to appeal to the Commission, the

the time in which the stations shall operate
and the power which they shall use in the

We have
heard a good deal about some of the great
transmission of radio signals.

interests using 5,000 and 50,000 watts. And
it is true; and why? Because there is no
authority in the Federal Government un-

der present law to control the power, and
here for the first time we have a bill which

Monopoly Is Considered

In some circles the belief prevails that
the bill is weak in dealing with the congestion of stations. But the bill confers absolute authority upon the commission to handle the situation. In the first section of the
it is made unlawful to use or operate

act.

to be based not upon the right of the individual, not upon the selfish desire of the individual, but upon a public interest to be
served by the granting of these licenses. It
places a limitation upon the right of the
licensee to transfer his license at will; he
may transfer that license only upon the ex-

every station license now in existence.
Section 9 of the new bill says: "The
licensing authority, if public convenience,
interest, or necessity will be served thereby,

This bill also deals with the question of
It starts out by asserting in the

first place that the right to broadcast is

press consent of the regulatory power of the
United States. That is not all. We have

provided that all laws of the United States
relating to monopoly and agreements in
restraint of trade shall be specifically applicable to the radio industry and to radio
communication.

We have directed in this bill the licenslicense to any

ing authority to refuse a

applicant found guilty of monopolizing
attempting to monopolize radio communication by any Federal Court or by any other
body vested with authority by law to make
such determination.
Question of Rights
We have recognized that it is not the
right of a community to demand a station,
that it is not the right of a state to demand
a station, but it was the right of the entire
people to service that should determine the
distribution of stations ; and it is written in
the bill that it shall be the duty of the Commission to make such a distribution of sta-

licenses and power as will give all
the communities and States fair and equitable service, and that is the sound basis
tions,

on which legislation of this character should
be founded.
I have surrendered my views with respect
to

this legislation to some degree, and I

have done so because it seemed to me that
in the absence of legislation all these conditions of which we complain would continue, would be aggravated, and would become infinitely worse.
I have heard the suggestion that this bill
is not the product of the conference committee but is the work of one or two men
thereof. I directly and emphatically deny
that statement.

This bill represents the

Shopping News Broadcast

We have given this authority and we
have done many other things. We give to
the Federal Government the power to fix

fusion.

monopoly.

time, and it is offered as an advance over the

sequences therefrom.

the hands of a good commission, the law can
be made to deal effectively with existing con-

bill

judgment of seven of the eight conferees on
the part of the House and Senate.

This is a new rule asserted for the first

Washington.

Officials of the government who have
made a close study of the new radio bill
believe it has sharper teeth than any previous legislative attempt in this field. In

proposes to give the Federal Government the
power to regulate the number of watts these
stations shall use.

power to issue licenses if the public interest
or the public convenience or public necessity will be served thereby.

present right of the individual to demand a
license whether he will render service to
the public thereunder or not. It is one of
the great advantages of the legislation. The
bill gives to the Federal Government the
power to determine the wavelength which
every station shall use. Under existing conditions licensees use the wavelength they
want and it matters not what are the con-

By Thomas Stevenson

Boston.

WASN, the latest addition to this city's
station list, operating on a wavelength of
280 meters, has inaugurated a new shopping

news

plan,

sponsored

by

Marsh & Co., William Filene's

Jordan
Sones

Company, C. F. Hovey, R. H. White, Gilchrist and the Shepard stores. The plan
was worked out through the Retail Trade
Board and the Boston Chamber of Commerce, for exclusive purpose of disseminating store news, during the entire day.
The station is located on top of the Shepard Stores.

apparatus

for the transmission of com-

munications or signals by radio without a
license granted under the provisions of the

The effect of this

clause is to nullify

subject to the limitations of this Act, may

grant to any applicant therefor a station

license provided for by this Act."
In other words (giving a literal interpretation to the bill) before existing stations
may obtain new licenses, they must show
that "public convenience, interest, or necessity will be served."

Under the bill, the stations are allowed

60 days in which to get a new license. After that time they must discontinue operation until such a license has been granted.
Whether the Commission will decide that
700 broadcasting stations, a large percentage
of which are located in a few cities, are essential to "public convenience, interest or
necessity," is a question only the commission
itself can answer. But everybody who has

given the matter much thought has a very
positive opinion about the matter.
Moreover, the Commission is not obliged

to issue licenses for periods longer than it
sees fit,

years.

be it one day, one year or three
The Commission may not issue

broadcasting licenses for periods longer than
three years.

With the exception that the Commission
will be in continuous session the first year,
the difference in salaries, and the section
that makes it obligatory for stations to

afford equal opportunities to be heard to

all legally qualified candidates for the same
office, the new bill is almost exactly like the
old White bill. With a few changes in language here and there, the switching about of
a few sections, there isn't much difference
so far as effect is concerned.

KGA, Spokane, Heard

Far in First Program
Spokane, Wash.
KGA, Spokane's new broadcasting station,

gave its dedicatory program recently, with
thousand listening in from all over the
country, as indicated by the telegrams which
began pouring in soon after the broadcast
was on. Messages came from as far north
as Ketchikan, Alaska, and as far south as
San Diego, Cal., as early as 9 o'clock. Denver, Colo., reported splendid reception.
Mayor Charles A. Fleming voiced the
city's welcome and pride in the new station
and John F. Davies, president of the Spokane Chamber of Commerce, gave the new
station a "send off" during the dinner hour.
Vincent I. Kraft, Seattle, president of the
Northwest Radio Service company, which
owns and operates the chain of broadcasting
stations with which KGA is linked up, came
to Spokane to participate in the opening
ceremonies. W. C. (Doc) Gordon and
L. J. Jensen alternated as announcers for
KGA's opening broadcast.
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eception hi llospit
Tests Cur five F'ffeet

HOW EXPERT IMPO

Psychological Reaction on Convalescents Studied, Each Patient
Having a Separate Receiver and Aerial-Earphones
Used to Avoid Annoying Others
The psychological effect of radio music
on convalescent hospital patients is being

tested in one of America's most up-todate institutions for the sick at Miami
Beach,

Florida.

In this

hospital each

patient has a radio receiving set with a
separate aerial.
The hospital is one of the most modern

institutions of its kind in America, situated with Bay Biscayne on one side and
the Atlantic Ocean on the other, all outside rooms and with the latest scientific
apparatus. The sets are all one -dial Atwater }Cents and are used without batteries. Each set is equipped with headphones so as not to disturb patients wbmay not wish to listen in.
In most hospitals the patients' beds are
equipped with head -phones which sire
served from a central radio set. Thus
they must take the programs selected for
them by the operator of the main set.
Founder Is a Fan/

When' a special radio equipment was
considered, an obstacle was encountered

the fact that many patients did not

in

know how to operate complicated three
dial sets, so simple one -dial sets were

chosen so that patients by a mere turn
of the fingers can bring in a procession
of stations from which they can take their
choice of program.
The Allison Hospital was a great haven
for the ill and injured left in the wake of
the Miami hurricane. Mr. Allison threw
the hospital doors open to the Red Cross

and turned his complete facilities over
to the storm victims.
Like to Hear Home Stations

Patients from all parts of the United

States, whether ill or simply enjoying a
rest, find great pleasure in picking out
their home stations and others to which
they like to listen.
Another unique feature of this hospital

multi -millionaire

that patients who are able to eat and
whose diet is not prescribed, select their
meals from a regular menu as in hotels.

one else ought to be able to select the
particular kind of music and program

obstructed view of the ocean and healing

James

A.

Allison,

founder for whom the hosptal is named,
is a radio fan himself and conceived the
idea that hospital patients above every
they want.

is

To a commodious roof garden, convales-

are taken each day for an un-

cents

sunshine.

Good results are reported.

FREDERICK D. WEAVER, staff organi
before the microphone this way, until
i

earphones

Public Address System

Speeds -Li) Cony, descents

One more hospital has been added to the

list of those using a Western Electric
public address system combined with a

radio receiving set in the role of an agent
of mercy. This is the General Hospital at
Elizabeth, N. J.
When the new buildings of the hospital
were erected two years ago the walls and
floors were wired for the installation of a
public address

system with headphone

plugs at each bed. A radio receiving Set
connected with the system gives each individual with headphones the benefit of
the radio program which, if given through
a loud speaker, might prove disturbing to
patients in a more serious condition.
The convalescents thus are speeded on

the road to recovery with this entertainment, instead of finding time hanging
heavily on their hands with nothing to do
but brood over their ailnients.
The equipment was made by the West-

ern Electric Company and embodies all
the latest improvements in 'range, selectivity and fidelity of reproduction. It is
controlled from the desk in the main office

of

the

hospital

and is operated

throughout the day and evening. Patients
are allowed to listen in as late as the
nurses deem advisable.
Before the equipment was installed experiments were tried with private sets in
rooms and Wards of the hospital. It was

found that the radio induced a nervous

and mental relaxation, often overcame insomnia and reduced irritability during
convalesence.

A separate equipment has been installed
the nurses' home. Nightly programs
from a loud speaker in the main reception
room provide entertainment and bring
in

about a gathering of the nurses after the
strain of long hours on duty.
They enjoy this very much.

dio Music Dispels

Fec.tr of Surgeon's Knife
Chicago.

In making public the results of recent

tests held here, Louis Curtis, vice-president
of St. Luke's Hospital, stated that radio
has been successfully employed in banishing fear during operations, where only local
anesthetics are employed. The music produced, distracts the patient's attention, he

and therefore prevents the mental
shock which usually accompanies these cases,
where only the local anesthetic can be given
said,

due to the poor physical condition of the
patient.

Sometimes, the earphones are used, while

at other times, a loud speaker is placed in
the operating room.

I')

oxy To Ir\ etu

Assembt

Will Broadcast Over Blue Net\
in Theatre in Which Ac
Given Unu,
Roxy with his familiar "Hello Every
body," a greeting known to thousands 0

radio fans, will be back on the air

SOOT

in a series of weekly broadcasts. He Win

be heard through WJZ and the affiliate'
stations of the National Broadcasting Coin
pang's Blue Network, WBZ, Boston an I
Springfield; KDKA, Pittsburgh; KYVt
WHAS, Louisville; WMC
Chicago;

Memphis; WSB, Atlanta, and WSM, Nash
ville.

A new "Gang" is assembled and wi!
include many old favorites and a few net
performers heretofore unknown to radi.
listeners.

"Gamby"

and

"Doug"

(HIP

Maria Gambarelli, dancer and singer, an.
Douglas Stanbury, baritone)', known as th
"Sweethearts of the Air" Phil Ohman any
Arden, pianists; ' Adrian da Silva':

Celia Branz, Contralto; Geoffre
O'Hara, composer, author and singer; Dor,.
othy Miller, soprano; Gladys Rice, colora
tura soprano; Beatrice Belkin, sopranol
Anna Robinson, soprano; "Wee Williet
Robeyn, tenor; Joseph Stopak, violinist.
Jim Coombs, basso; Frank Moulan, comedian; and Florence Mulholland, contralto
will compose the new "Gang."
tenor ;

To support these artists Roxy is now et,

gaging vocalists

and

instrumentalists

form two of the largest organizations of
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Org nist We',Ars 'Phones

To G,iin Artistic

11-1fect

Sound of His Own Playing Thus Is Confined to Reception from
the Microphone and the Musical Instrument Is Played
with Special Regard to Acoustics
Baltimore.

The advent of radio into the world

recorded on the microphone and through the
of

science and more immediately into the realm

of the home, has literally put "music on the

air" and has awakened the layman to the
acute curiosity as to how this is done.
But comparatively few persons sitting in
their living rooms listening -in to various

programs as they go around the dial, realize

the vast amount of research and experi-

mental' work that is constantly being conducted in broadcasting studios to perfect the
broadcasting of the output and thus aiding,
as much as possible, the reception of various
features on home receiving sets.

The organ, though a most enjoyable instrument to the majority of music lovers,
is perhaps the most difficult to reproduce
faithfully over the air. The main reason
for this lies in the fact that, unlike most
other instruments, the organ is really a
battery of instruments, and, unless proper
attention is given to this combination of
organ tones, they will not do themselves
justice and are likely to be mediocre and
unsatisfactory when recorded in a purely
mechanical device, such as the microphone.

WBAL, Baltimore, who used to play
found more useful to have him wear
1n playing

n Soon;

New "Gang"

Weekly from Special Studios
des for Microphone Are
Attention
their respective types ever to face a microphone. One of these units will he a vocal
chorus of 100 male and female voices and
lithe other a complete symphony orchestra
of 110 instrumentalists under the alternate
'guidance of four conductors, H. Maurice
Jacquet, the noted French leader, Charles
Trevin, Erno Rapee and Frederick Stahl berg. The musical equipment which Roxy
intends to use in his new series of broadcasts is complete in every detail. On his
staff, he will have dance orchestras, string
ensembles, quintets, quartets, trios, marimba bands, and balalaika orchestras, etc.

One of the largest organs in the world,

now being installed in the new Roxy Thea-

tre, will also be one of the features of the
series.

Special studios, located at the Roxy Theatre, New York City, said to be of the finest
type built, tests having revealed that the
acoustcal conditions are ideal for broadcasting purposes, surpassing even the expectations of the architects, will be used.
Roxy's first appearance was made in May
1923 and the quality of entertainment furnished on the air by Roxy and his "Gang,"
together with the cordiality, and sentiment
*exercised by Roxy himself in presenting
the programs, made them one of the outstanding events of the air.

When WBAL, Baltimore's super power
station, added to its musical programs a
semi-weekly organ recital from one of the
largest and most magnificent organs in the
South, it was confronted with these facts
and immediately set about to correct them in
order to provide as perfect reproduction of
this beautiful instrument as was possible.

The logical and practical means to remedy the defects, it was found, was to exclude from the ears of the organist the direct sounds of the organ and let him hear
instead, the product of his own efforts as

amplifiers.

The

most effective

the instant

the

keys are

way

to

achieve this, it seemed, was to have the organist wear earphones or an aviator's helmet while broadcasting. And so, Frederick
D. Weaver, WBAL's staff organist, was
provided with a set of earphones which he
wears ever}, time he puts the WBAL organ
recitals on the air.
The tones sound through the earphones
struck,

more

promptly, in fact, than they sound when
the ear -phones are not used, since the console is 35 or 40 feet away from the organ
pipes and the performer can notice a perceptible lag in the tones reaching the ear.
The earphones also eliminate all echoes; this
was demonstrated by striking a short chord
on the full organ, then taking the earphones

off and hearing the chord again from the
hall.

"It is indeed, a queer sensation, as the

chord is struck but once," Mr. Weaver said.
It has also been, found that certain organ

tones register better than others of even
greater power; consequently, when broadcasting, the organ is played in an entirely
different manner than in ordinary recital.
Certain pedal tones can not be used at all,

when broadcasting, Mr. Weaver explained.
These organ

recitals are given

over

WBAL every Monday and Thursday even-

ing from 7.30 to 8 o'clock, Eastern Standard Time. Mr. Weaver, who is considered one of the finest organists in the
South, uses the James Wilson Leakin Memorial organ, recently installed in the concert hall of the Peabody Conservatory of
Music, this city.
The organ's tone won much praise.

Too Free and Frequent

Ads GtIlled a Men
cannot print

that."

It

CC
therefore,

Stations are cautioned to be more careful
not to permit advertising features to become
offensive because of over -commercialism, in

"You

Business Bureau through Edward L. Greene,
managing director. The statement:
Each form of advertising has its own advantages, its own limitations. If an advertiser attempts to use the outdoor poster, for

leniency on the part of leading stations toward the advertising talk employed by firms
engaging their facilities seems to have lessened the scruples of some smaller stations
as to who shall broadcast. Bad taste on the
part of some advertisers who ought to know
better has been followed rather closely by
the broadcastings of some blatant mounte-

a statement issued by the National Better

instance, as a medium for wordy "reason
why" copy, he offends twice over; for, not
only does he prepetrate an ineffective advertisement, but the unsightly poster which re-

sults tends to discredit outdoor advertising
as a medium.
Similarly, the clumsy broadcasting continuities of certain advertisers on the air,
who have not learned the art and the manners of this means for building good will,
may, not only irritate radio listeners against
those advertisers themselves, but may provoke ill will toward all that broadcasting
which produces revenue for the stations.
This is, perhaps, much a matter of taste,
but so is most effective advertising.
In the periodical world, skillful editing of
advertising copy by publications has often
aided. the advertisers to attune their messages to the tastes of the publication's readers. This service does not always take the
form of a censorship; it is phrased oftener
as "Better do so and so, instead," than as

seems to us that all broadcasting stations

have even more at stake than the advertisers
themselves, if that is possible. For, a recent

banks.

The highway of the air has a clean record.

Broadcasting

nuisances

have

been

few.

Radio has not served the blue sky promoter,
the charlatan and fraud extensively as yet.
This is perhaps one factor in its present effectiveness as a builder of public good will.

Isn't it worth while to keep it that way?
Some recent programs have occasioned
letters of protest to the National Better
Business Bureau from broadcast listeners.
Within the last week one New York station
broadcast a period in which not only was the
name of the advertiser repeated ad nauseam,
but the advertisement was a combination of
"free" lot and puzzle scheme.

We shall appreciate having the comments of station managers similarly interested on the current trend in some re:ent broadcasting which we commented upon.
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A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
THERE'S a town in Wales called LLAINFAIRPWELLGWYNGYLLGO.GERYCHEY-RNDROBWELLANDYSILIOGOGOGOCH. Broadcasters, try that on your tni-

crophones!
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General Receiver Tax
Adopted in Philippines
First Example of Such Step Under the United States Flag Is
Reported to Commerce Department by Trade
Commissioner Butler at Manila
In the Philippine Islands, a United
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75% Jazz Preference,
Reduced to Only 5%
In a recent talk to members of the New

York Advertising Club, George F. McClelland, vice-president and general manager of
the National Broadcasting Company, stated

that they were now able to connect up 35
broadcasting stations, enabling nearly 15,000,000 persons to listen to an individual's
voice. He stated there were approximately
active broadcasting stations in the
United States, and 950 throughout the world.
671

Mr. McClelland estimates that the normal
listeners -in

total 25,000,000, increasing to

nearly double that number when some great
national event is broadcast.
He said that the public taste had greatly
changed. Three or four years ago the

demand for jazz was nearly 75 per cent.
Today it represents a preference of only 5
per cent.
According to Government estimates, there
are 300,000 employed directly or indirectly

in the radio industry.

The early sales of

radio sets and parts amounted to $2,000,000.
In 1926 this amount had grown to $500,000,-

000, while the estimated sales for 1927 are
$535,000,000. The gross sales credited to the
radio industry from 1920 to 1926 inclusive
are $1,492,000,000.

der the Nieto Bill, which has now be-

States possession, listeners pay univers- come a law, an equitable situation is
ally for the privilege of receiving radio created whereby every owner of a set
programs. A bill to that effect was helps to support the programs which he
adopted by the Legislature in Manila and hears, regardless of whether the merchant
represents the first instance of a universal from whom he purchased his receiver is
receiver tax under the United States flag. carrying on broadcasting or not.
In all other countries the listeners pay
a tax, In the Philippines previously only
Expect Big Benefits
a restricted sort of tax was in effect.
In
connection
with the other radio acThat the Nieto radio bill became a law tivities which are
being undertaken in
was communicated to the Department of the
Philippines
at
time, it is expected
Commerce by Trade Commissioner M. in the islands that this
radio
broadcasting will
Butler, at Manila. The full text of a
be developed so that the Philippine Isstatement by the department follows:
be able to enjoy the many
In the past, broadcasting in the Phil- lands will
and advantages which broadippines has been hampered because the benefits
casting
can
bring to a people.
stations had no financial support save
installation of the new transmitter
that obtained from the sale of receiving at The
the transmitting center at Manila
apparatus, a portion of which accrued to Heights
is being expedited. When comthe broadcasting concern.
Hereafter. pleted this
station is expected to have 10
every owner of a receiving set will help
times
the
over-all efficiency of the presto support the station whose broadcast- ent station.
The new Radio Manila
ing he receives.
should be heard therefore with reliability
Owners of Sets to Contribute
throughout the archipelago.
Broadcasting, where it is supported by
Better Studio Facilities
the sale of receiving equipment has, according to the general manager of an
At the same time that the transmitter
American radio concern in the Philip- is being installed, arrangements are being
pines, a distinctly reciprocal character. made for new and improved studio facilEither the establishment of an adequate ities and an adequate staff is being ortransmitter and acceptable programs ganized to carry on the arrangement of
must create the demand for sets, or the programs and service. In short, every
sale of sets must reach such a volume effort is being made to furnish the finest
that the proceeds may be devoted to the possible service to the Philippine public.
improvement of facilities and programs.
With all these factors realized the new
In the past only a portion of the sales Radio Manila went on the air a short
of receiving apparatus in the Philippines time ago. From then onward, radio
would accrue to the support of broadcast- broadcasting in the Philippines should foling, and as the total possible sales in the low the logical development which it has
Philippine Islands are limited, the result enjoyed in other parts of the civilized.
to be expected was not reassuring. Un- world.

Station in Fast Picks Up
Pacific And Rebroadcasts
The method of rebroadcasting programs

from remote stations over WAAM in

Newark, N. J., devised by Paul Godley,
radio engineer, has passed the experimental stages, and many WAAM listen-

ers have reported that they have been
thus enabled to hear Pacific coast sta-

tions for the first time. Mr. Godley's parties are held each Friday night, or rather
each Saturday morning, starting a moment
after midnight. The rebroadcasting continues as long as the reception is good.
Two sets have been installed at Cedar
Grove, in an isolated section of the state,

where reception is known to be excep-

tionally good. For the rebroadcasting, Mr.
Godley uses a six -tube set, with two

stages of radio amplification, a detector
and three stages of tone amplification. A
loudspeaker is set up directly in front of
the .WAAM microphone and the remote
control wires carry the reception to the
sending station in Newark, where it is
rebroadcast. In addition, Mr. Godley uses
another machine, this one a seven tube

35 feet high, 150 feet long, and grounded
to the hot water system.

"I believe that these DX parties will

do much to create renewed interest among

radio fans who have never been able to
get distant stations", Mr. Godley said in
discussing the latest party. "We have
received many phone calls, telegrams and
hundreds of letters, telling how the program was coming in. But especially interesting were the telephone calls that
came in asking for the dial settings on our
rebroadcasting set. These we gladly made
known over the air, and in a half dozen
instances we received second messages
saying that by following our instructions,
the listeners in were able to tune in stations on the Pacific Coast with their own

sets.

While sending from one remote station,

"We shall be glad to hear front any
and we shall be pleased to give any advice
possible over the air that will enable them
to get the stations to which we are listening direct, without the necessity of rebroadcasting it. But for those who wish
to hear the coast stations it is only neces-

with .this "scout" and there is never any
lapse in the sending. He uses an aerial

rebroadcast."
Frisco was heard recently.

set,

as a kind

of "scouting machine".

Mr. Godley picks up another distant point

listeners when we hold our next party

sary to tune in on WAAM and get the.
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An Audience of 27,000,000 !

Aylesworth Prophesies Listeners This Year
Pittsburgh.

THE development of broadcasting in
the United States from a single station with 700 to 800 listeners six yearsa

ago, to nearly 700 stations serving
radio audience of between 20,000,000 and
25,000,000 people was traced in an address
by Merlin H. Aylesworth, president of the
National Broadcasting Company, delivered before the Engineers Society of West,
ern Pennsylvania.
Pittsburgh, Mr. Aylesworth declared,
will always stand in radio history as tile
pioneer city from which the first trail was
blazed for a nation-wide broadcasting

service.

"Just as the first SOS call received from
a sinking ship at sea thrilled the world into the recognition of what trans -Atlantic
wireless telegraphy meant," said he, "so
did the returns announcing the election of
the late Warren G. Harding as President
of the United States, broadcast by KDKA
on November 2, 1920, focus the attention

cultural force, educationally comparable
only to the press of our country. Reflect
upon the fact that already 'radio broad-

casting commands an audience of 20,000,000 people in the United States and

that by the end of 1927 this audience prob-

ably will be increased to 27,000,000 or
28,000,000 radio listeners.

Penetrate Science of Sound
"A new science of electro acoustics has

over flat

land than over hilly country,

over moist land than dry land.

Short -Wave Puzzles

"Our engineers are still balked by the
exasperating phenomena of short wave

transmission, when reception is often good

1,000 miles away from the broadcasting
station and almost impossible at the dis-tance of 100 miles from the transmitter.
"Great progress has been made in con-

trolling static disturbances, but the en-

been created for broadcasting. Our engineers have progressed greatly in learning how to handle sound in the air.
"Microphone technique has been improved to the extent that not only the
middle register, but the high notes and

gineering mind will not rest content until
it has tracked the beast to its lair and put
a

final stop to its depredations.

The

mystery of 'fading', or the sudden variation of signal strength sometimes noted in
radio reception, has not yet been pierced.
"Great tasks of discovery still challenge
the radio scientist, and the National
Broadcasting Company in addition to its
administrative and operating activities,

low notes of music or the speaking voice,
can now be handled by the microphone.
"Modulation systems have been worked
out by which distortion in radio transmission practically has been eliminated.
"Sound control systems have been de- must pursue an unremitting course of
veloped by which an invisible radio -con- scientific investigation."
The phenomenal progress made in radio
mixes and controls the output of
of the country to the new art of mass ductor
the microphone, so that a concert might photography in recent years, Mr. Aylescommunication which radio had brought." be
worth
had brought radio television
transmitted in perfect form by the at leastsaid,
within thinking distance. LaboraA Challenge to the World
broadcasting station.
"No greater demonstration is needed of tory developments, he indicated, would
With the development of a nation-wide
broadcasting service now projected by the the progress made in the technique of soon demonstrate that photographic imMr.
broadcast transmission than the feat per- ages could be transmitted by radio in
National Broadcasting Company,
Aylesworth added, broadcasting progress formed by the National Broadcasting seconds, rather than in minutes as herein the United States will challenge the Company on January 21, in broadcasting tofore.
the Garden Scene from the opera 'Faust',
Television on the Way
world. The first ,step, he explained, of
what may prove to be a joining of the direct from the stage of the Auditorium in
in the discussion of a subject
West to the East, will be the formation of Chicago. Very few of the millions of as"Even
as radio," he declared, "it may
a Pacific Coast Division by the National people who heard this act reproduced with notethereal
be permissible to take one's feet off
the comfort of their
Broadcasting Company. Through a studio
fidelity
ground. Yet the concurrence of
in San Francisco leading stations in Ore- homes recognized the great technical the
is such that it is difficult to keep
gon, Washington and California will be problems thus solved. Fifteen micro- events
mind from projecting itself to the day
served with National Broadcasting Com- phones were used to pick up the music the
when radio will not only be the great carpany programs originating in San Fran- from the Chicago auditorium."
rier of sound, but the carrier of sight.
cisco.
Problems
to
Solve
"When facsimile documents and picUnder arrangements expected to be
tures are transmitted across the ocean by
Broadcasting,
Mr.
Aylesworth
pointed
completed by April 1, said Mr. Aylesin twenty minutes-and this is its
worth, a permanent network system of out, had still many problems to solve. He radio
present commercial record-there is at
thirty-five stations as far north as Can- continued;
"With the great advances made in the least room for speculation as to radio
ada, as far west as San Francisco, Portland and Seattle and as far south as At- technique of radio transmission, with television.
"When one year later. a half -tone
lanta, will serve the nation with the facili- neary every American_ boy a radio 'expert', it may seem strange perhaps that photograph is transmitted in two minutes
ties developed by the National Broadthere are any fundamental problems left by radio, and this is a feat recently accasting Company.
Mr. Aylesworth paid tribute to the far- for the electrical engineer to solve in complished under laboratory conditions by
seeing policy of the Westinghouse Elec- radio broadcasting. Yet it is made plain Dr. Alexanderson, of the Advisory EnStaff of the National Broadtric and Manufacturing Company which to me by our own engineers that a vast, gineering
led that organization to embark upon a unknown continent of space, between the casting Company, the progress is indeed
program of broadcast development long radio broadcasting station and the radio remarkable.
"But when we are told, as I have been,
before there was a radio audience or a receiving set, still remains to be explored
field for radio receiving sets in the United before we can say we have fully plumbed that improved apparatus now being deelectrical laboratory is
States. The work of station KDKA, he the possibilities of radio communication. veloped in a great
"Unless broadcasting transmission is to expected to transmit a photograph by
said, had brought Pittsburgh to many
radio
in
seconds,
rather
than in minutes,
million homes in the United States and slow up the progress of broadcast recepare approaching, to scme appreciable
had made the city a familiar name in tion, the broadcasting station must ever we
look forward to the goal of perfection. It extent, the day when an image may be
many countries abroad.
is apparent that no receiving set devel- flashed in a fraction of a second.
Interest Is Increasing
"But here you will have to paint your
oped can give better results than the best
own picture, dream your own dreams,
After reviewing the early history of available broadcast transmission.
"We have theories about everything, choose your own seat by the fireside
broadcasting in the United States, Mr.
Aylesworth discussed the great progress but we have yet to discover, it seems, why screen and receive the programs of a
"Today",
electro-magnetic
waves can cover greater sight and sound which some day the Nawhich the art had made to date.
he said, "nearly 700 active broadcasting distances over salt water than over land; tional Broadcasting Company in cooperastations in the United States compete for why with the same power from the trans- tion with its associates in the electrical
the favor of the radio audience. Illinois, mitting station we can reach greater areas field may develop."

the keystone of the middle West, ranks
first as a state, in the extent of its broadcasting facilities. New York comes next,
followed by California and the State of
Pennsylvania.

Power Co. 11.L.ixed $2,000

ing fifteen or more stations, some of which

Milwaukee, Wis.-What is believed to
be the first case in America where a public utility has been held liable for interference with radio reception reached its

"Interest in broadcaSting is continually
increasing. The list of proposed stations
is constantly growing larger. Notwithstanding the present congestion in the air,
it is now impossible to fine a wavelength
which is not used by at least a half dozen
stations, whereas most of them are serv-

are entirely too close together.
"Radio broadcasting today is recognized
for what it is; a great humanizing and

For Gi using Interference
conclusion

when

the

State

Supreme

court upheld a Circuit court jury

in

awarding $2,000 damages to Peter J.
Walter. Suit for damages was started
by Walter against the Milwaukee Electric
company on the grounds that a high ten-

sion line near his home made it impossible for him to tune his set properly.
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nection on the primary, then connect it
to one terminal of the grid leak and condenser (note that the grid leak is not
brought to the plus A, according to the
diagram, it being shunted across the condenser instead), and also to the stationary plate post of the variable condenser.

In other words, the low potential points
of the primary and secondary winding
are kept together, while the high potential
points are kept furthermost away from
each other and the low potential points.
(3)-Keep the windings at least one quarter inch apart. (4 and 5)-It can be
used with success in the detector circuit,
by inserting a tickler coil consisting of
thirty-six turns wound on a ,two and onehalf inch diameter tubing, using No. 26
single silk covered wire, in that portion of

the radio frequency transformer, carrying the secondary winding, and being con-

nected to the grid post of the detector
tube socket. One terminal of this winding is brought to the plate post of the -detector tube socket, while the other is
brought to the P post of the audio transformer, AFT1. A .0005 mfd. fixed con-

denser should be connected from the plate

post of the detector tube socket to the

minus A post.

*

FIG. 515

*

*

'IN THE May 22 issue of RADIO WORLD
there appeared in the Radio University
columns, a circuit diagram of a five -tube
receiver, with a one control feature. I
note that there is no antenna connection.
Is this correct ?-Ronald Lonstrom, Pitts-

The circuit diagram of the one -tube receiver requested by James Domen
PLEASE GIVE me the circuit diagram for filament supply. Use a fairly short anof a one -tube receiver, using regeneration tenna, about 100 feet, with a good ground.
burgh, Pa.
with the Hartley system, wherein the pri* * *
The antenna should be connected to the
mary winding of the coil used in this cirbeginning of the primary winding LI, as
I HAVE built the five -tube Neutrodyne usual.
cuit is automatically variable. I have a
* * *
.0005 mfd. and a .00035 mfd. variable con- receiver described in the May 8 issue of
RADIO WORLD in the University columns.
denser, which I would like to use in this The
CAN
A
transformer
of the tuned type
results
are
fine, when the local
set. The coil data would also.be appreciused instead of the untuned one, in the
station around here does not come on. be
ated.-James Domen, Atlanta, Ga.
three
-tube
reflex,
which
appeared
the
The circuit diagram of such a set is shown As soon as they begin, I have to shut off Radio University columns of the inSept.
in Fig. 515. The .0005 mfd. variable con- the set, for all I get is that station. They 25 issue of RADIO WoRLDP (2)-I have
a
are
about
three
blocks
away
from
me.
denser is used to tune the secondary wind.000375 mfd. variable condenser. Can
ing L2, which consists of fifty-three turns What could I do to tune them out? I use be used? If so, I would appreciate this
the
of No. 22 double cotton -covered wire, radio frequency transformers, with fifdata on the tuned RFT. (3)-Can resistwound on a three-inch diameter tubing. teen turn primaries and sixty-five turn ance coupled amplication be added to this
This winding is tapped at the eighth turn secondaries, wound on two and three- set? What are the values of the various
from the beginning. The' primary winding, quarter inch diameter tubings, with No. resistors? (4)-What size cabinet should
as you requested, is variable, and consists 26 double silk covered wire. My antenna I buy for this set?
I get any
of fifteen turns. It is wound on a two and is about one hundred and twenty-five better results if I use(5)-Will
a baseboard or a
one -half -inch diameter tubing, using No. 22 feet long, including the leadin.-Hurley subpanel for mounting the parts?-Jesse
double cotton -covered wire. This winding Maxdrown, Pontiac, Mich.
Hartford, N. Y.
First reduce the number of turns on the Samuels,
is placed inside of the secondary winding
(1)-Yes. (2)-Yes. Wind ten
on
near the beginning. The .00035 mfd. vari- primaries on each of the transformers, so a three inch diameter tubing, usingturns
No. 22
able condenser C2 controls regeneration A that they contain ten turns. Also wind double cotton covered wire. This conturns on a three inch diameter stitutes the primary. Then leave some
twenty -ohm rheostat RI is used for con- forty-five
tubing, with No. 22 double cotton covered space and
trolling the filament temperature of the de- wire.
wind forty-five turns with the
a .0005 mfd. variable contector tube. C3 is a .00025 mfd. fixed con- denserShunt
size wire, as used on the primary.
across the windings of this coil. same
denser, while R2 is a two meghom grid Break the
This
constitutes
secondary. (3)-Yes.
antenna connection to the set. See the answer the
to Mr. Churchill's query
leak. The variable primary winding is, to a One terminal
of
this
condenser
and
coil
in
these
columns.
(4)-Use
great extent, a regenerative control as is connected directly to the antenna. The
a seven inch
well as volume control. That is, when
high, twenty-one inch long and eight or
the low waves stations are tuned other terminal of this condenser and coil nine inch deep type. (5)-It is immaterial,
is brought to the antenna post on the set. which you use, as long
in, if the coupling between the prias you place the
* * *
mary and secondary is tight, the set
in such a way as to prevent coup -CAN A tuned radio frequency trans- coils,
ling.
will squeal and be difficult to conformer, having a twelve turn primary and
* * *
trol, even with C2. However, you can ad- fifty
turn secondary wound on a three
ABOUT
HOW
much power is con-.
just both the primary and C2 to such inch diameter
tubing with No. 22 double smiled by the average telephone
a point, where the tube does not squeal,
micro -covered wire, be used to couple -phone?
and still the signals are loud. On cotton
(2)-Please
explain the operaradio frequency tube to the detector tion and construction
the low waves, this point will be the
of
a
watchcase
in the circuit shown in the Radio phone unit.-Charles M. Lenard,
obtained when LI is very loosly tube,
City
University
columns
of
the
Sept.
11
issue
Island,
N.
Y.
coupled to 1.2. As you go higher up, of RADIO WORLD.? (2)-How would this
(1)-The
the coupling should be tightened. This sys- be connected? (3)-There
microphone uses;
is no space be- about two telephone
and one-half watts.
tem should be followed out carefully for tween the primary and secondary
(2)windUsually
a hard rubber composition is
best results. Greater ease of tuning can be ings of this transformer,
Should
there
obtained if the primary is so aranged that be? (4)-Should I employ regeneration? used to house the parts. At the bottom of
as you turn Cl the coupling is automatical- (5)-What system ?-Jerry Callsom, Mex- this case, a horseshoe permanent magnet
is placed. Through some means of boltly varied. This contraption can not well be ico City, N. M.
soft iron pole pieces are attached on
made at home. It can be bought completely
(1)-Yes. (2)-The beginning of the ing,
made*up, and is known as the Karas Equa- primary winding is brought to the P post each end of this permanent magnet.
matic coil. If you wish to use this coil you of the radio frequency tube socket. The These poles are bent up in a right angle may tap it at the fifth turn fro mthe fila- end of this winding is brought to the B fashion. On each pole a winding, containthousands of turns of very fine enment end. This plate coil, however, may plus
sixty-seven and one-half volt post. ing
ameled wire is placed, these being conbe wound as a separate coil, 10 turns on The beginning of the secondary winding,
a two-inch diameter.
It is placed close if next to the connection of the primary nected in series. Above the soft -iron pole
a diaphragm made of thin soft
to the secondary winding. At the output,
brought to the B post, should be pieces,
iron is placed. This distance
a single circuit pack or a pair of bind- winding
is usually
connected
to
the
rotary
plate
post
of
the
about
.0025
inches. As to the operation of
ing posts can be used. Use the -01A type .0005 mfd. variable condenser and to the the
unit,
when
current
is
varied in of tube with forty-five volts on the plate. plus A post. If this terminal of the windA six -volt A battery is, of course, used ing should be next to the plate post con- these windings, corresponding variations
in the magnetic field of the soft iron pole
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pieces are produced. The diaphragm varies in unison with the variations, and reproduces the applied voice currents.
*

*

*

I HAVE constructed the one -tube set

described in the University department of
she Sept. 18 issue of RADIO WORLD.

6

The

results are fine. However, there is not
much volume. Could I add a couple of
stages of transformer audio coupling to
get louder signals?-Milton Kosnick,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Yes.

Use a pair of low ratio audio

transformers. The P post of one of them
is brought to the terminal of the phones,
which formally went to the base of the
crystal detector, while the other phone
terminal is brought to the B post of the

transformer. Use -01A tubes, with the
'roper automatic filament controls, also

3 and C voltages. The B voltages for

these tubes, should not be made common
with that of the radio frequency
tube.
*
*

*

WHILE LOOKING over the scraps in
my workshop I found that I had the fol:
lowing parts: one crystal detector of the
fixed synthetic type; two .0005 mfd, variable condensers; a fixed radio frequency
transformer, (200 to 550 meters); a double
circuit jack; three .1 megohm fixed resistors, and three .5 mfd. fixed condensers
of the mica type. Please give me the circuit diagram of a five tube receiver, using these parts with automatic filament
controls on all tubes. (2)-I have a baseboard, eighteen inches long and six inches
wide. Could I place these parts on such
a board?-Wesley Churchill, Attantic City,
N. J.

(1)-The circuit diagram of this set is
shown in Fig. 516. Two stages of tuned
radio amplification are used. The crystal
is

used

in the

detector circuit.

The

resistors are used as a portion of a three stage resistance coupled audio frequency
amplifier. The .0005 mfd. variable condensers are employed in the RF stages.
Ll, the antenna coil, consists of fifty turns

of No. 22 double cotton covered wire,
wound on a three inch diameter tubing.
This winding is tapped at the tenth turn
from the beginning. L2, the primary of
the second RFT, consists of ten turns,
wound on a three inch tubing. The secondary L3 is also wound on this tubing,

with a space of one -quarter inch. It consis'ts of forty-four turns. No. 22 double
cotton covered wire is used. IA and L5 indicate the primary and secondary wind-

ings of the fixed radio frequency transformer. The filaments of the two radio
frequency tubes are controlled by one quarter ampere ballast resistors.

The

filaments of the three audio tubes are

controlled by a single ballast resistor,
which will pass three-quarters of an ampere. The one-half mfd. fixed condensers, C3, C4 and C5, are used in the audio
stages as blocking condensers. R4, R6
and R8 are the .1 megohm resistors. R5
is a one megohm resistor. R7 is a one-half
megohm resistor, while R9 is a one quarter megohm resistor. The double

circuit jack is used at the output of 'the
detector circuit. A single circuit jack is
placed at the audio output. The plates
of the first two audio tubes are supplied
with ninety volts, while the plate of the
last audio tube is supplied with one hundred and thirty-five volts. A four and
one-half volt C battery is used in the
grid return circuits of the first two audio
tubes. A nine -volt C battery is used in
the grid return circuit of the last audio
tube. The dotted line in the radio stages

indicates that both these variable condensers can be ganged up, e. g., controlled by
a single dial, if desired. The plates of the
tulees in this circuit are supplied with
sixty-seven and one-half volts. A filament switch, connected in series with the

positive post of the A battery, disconnects as well as connects the A battery
to the filaments of the tubes. It should
be connected as shown in the diagram,
viz., one terminal to the A battery and

one terminal to the plus filament post of

FIG. 516

The circuit desired by Wesley Churchill.
the last audio socket, all the plus fila- the ship Flying Huntress via radio. Is
ments of the sockets being connected to this true? (2)-Can you give the exact
this terminal. Be sure to connect the RF dates ?-Gerald Lesiwoeth, Jersey City,
plate voltage to a separate post on the N. J.
(1)-Yes. (2)-July 20 to 22.
B batteries, as indicated in the diagram.
* * *
The -01A tubes are to be used throughREFERRING TO the circuit diagram
out the set. (2)-Yes, you can place the
parts for this set on this board. You will, of the two -tube audio amplifier, using
however, have to be very careful with the transformers, which appeared on page 18
wiring, since the parts will be quite close. of the Feb. 5 issue of RADIO. WORLD

The variable condensers with the coils
connected in these circuits are placed at
each end of the board. The resistance
couplers are placed in between. The sockets are placed in the rear of the board.
The double circuit jack is placed in the
left hand corner, of a seven by eighteen
inch panel, while the single circuit jack

is placed in the right corner of the panel.
The filament switch is placed in the center, in between the two condenser dials.
Flexible wire should be used in wiring.
*

*

*

TAKING NEW YORK City as a starting point, approximately how many air
miles away, are the following places? (1)

-Miami, Fla. (2)-Fort Worth, Tex. (3)-

N. Y.(2)-1,398 miles. (3)-

Spokane, Wash. (4)-Buffalo,
Otto Faums, Seattle, Wash.
(1)-1,095 miles.
2,190 miles. (4)-291 miles.
*

*

*

WHO OWNS WBMS? (2)-Where is
it located? (3)-How many meters do
they use and what is their power?-Louis
Gurrell, San Antonia, Tex.
(1)-Mack's Battery Co. (2)-60 South
Cameron St., Harrisburg,
meters, 500 watts.

Pa.

(3)-360

*

*

WILL YOU please let me know if

either

of the

following stations exist:

WPAR, WEAR or WBAR, all operating
on

between 250

wavelengths

and 265

meters?-M. Seldin, Flushing, N. Y.
The latest station lists do not show
them.

*

a

*

MY FRIEND informs me that a Dub-

lin newspaper back in 1898 received news

of a Kingstown regatta in Dublin from

(1)-Using two -01A type tubes, would

it be all right to employ a rheostat having
a resistance of six ohms; wound with wire
having a carrying capacity of one and a
(2)-Would a four and
half amperes

one-half. volt C battery suffice, when
using ninety volts on the plates of both
tubes? (3)Would the insertion of a
filament switch decrease the efficiency of
the amplifier? (4)-Could this amplifier

be built in a cabinet seven inches wide
and about ten inches long? (5)-I have
two, three to one ratio AFT. Can I use
them? (6)-What is R2? What does it
do?-James Franklin, Kansas City, Mo.
(1)-Yes. (2)-Yes. (3)-No. Place
in either the positive or negative leg of
the A battery. (4)-Yes. Place the
transformers as far apart as possible.

(5)-Yes, with very satisfactory results.

(6)-It is a 50,000 ohm variable resistance.
Control the volume.
*

*

*

IN THE Sept. 11 issue of RADIO WORLD,

Radio University columns, page 13, there

appeared the circuit diagrams of a two
and a four -tube receiver, the two tuber
employing a regenerative detector with

impedance coupling, while the four tuber
employed a

non -regenerative detector,

with impedance coupling and two stages
of transformer audio frequency coupling.
Now here's what I would like to do. Use
the antenna stage system of coupling of

the four tube set, with the regenerative
detector of the two -tuber and the audio
coupling of the four tuber. Could this be
done with satisfaction?-Willard Johns,
Passaic, N. J.
Yes.

Join RADIO WORLD'S University Club
And Get Free Question and Answer Service for the Coming 52 Weeks

This Service for Yearly Subscribers Only

Have your name entered on our subscription and University lists by special number.
Put this number on the outside of the forwarding envelope (not the enclosed return
envelope) and also put at the head of your queries. If already a subscriber, send $1
for renewal from close of present subscription and your name will be entered in Radio
University. No other premium given with this offer.
[In sending in your queries to the University Department please paragraph them so that
the reply can be written under or alongside of each query. Write on one side of sheet
only. Always give your university number.]

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Enclosed find $6.00 for RADIO WORLD for one year (52 nos.) and also enter my
Club, which gives me
name on the list of members of RADIO WORLD'S University
free information in your Radio University Department for 52 ensuing weeks, and send
me my number indicating membership.
Name

Street

City and State
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P tent Costs Called

Serious Expense Item

Douglas Rigney Says Manufacturers, as a Matter of Prudence,
Must Set Aside Reserve Fund to Take Care of Such
Exigencies-Cites Garbled Situation in Courts
By Douglas Rigney

general one, that it is rather one specific to
each business and changing with each busi-

A. H. Grebe & Co.

Let us look with an entirely impersonal
attitude on the patent situation as disclosed

by actions now pending in the courts of this
country. We have the Armstrong -De Forest feedback circuit situation, in which the
courts themselves are not agreed as to who
owns the invention. Suits are pending which
will determine the patentability of the grid -

leak and C battery under the Langmuir,

Mathes and Lowenstein patents. The now

popular tuned radio frequency type of receiver is enshadowed by the Alexanderson,
as well as by the Rice, Hartley and Hazeltine patents, and the manufacturer of tubes,
B battery eliminators, loud -speakers, each
has his patent problem.
These are the patent rocks which are already charted and past whose dangers we
radio manufacturers must steer our ships.
Heaven and the Patent Office alone know
low many sunken obstructions of this nature still lie in our path. You may well tell

ness.

My point is not that the parties plaintiff
suits are proceeding im-

in these patent

properly'in asserting what they believe to be
their rights, nor do I assume that the parties defendant, in alleging that the patents

in suit are worthless, are entirely without
justification. What I do. say is this:
As a general thing, the value of radio

patents have been written up to such a

point that it becomes a serious item in the
cost of producing radio apparatus.
This item of cost must be taken into consideration, not only by the patent -owning
manufacturer, who has set these extraordinary values on his books, not only by the
licensed manufacturer, who can readily fix
his patent cost, which, if he becomes licensed on any considerable number of patents, is extremely high, but also by the radio
manufacturer, who, finding himself sued, is
obliged, by reasons of business prudence, to

me that a problem of this kind is not a

set up on his books a reserve to take care
of the possibilities of litigation.

Trade Notes

to 1909, for he was one of the originators
of the old Union County Wireless Club be-

with the local radio industry for the past
three years, recently took over his new
duties as assistant to C. E. Card, manager
of the radio and phonograph departments
of Paul -Gale Greenwood Company.

Mr. Hosier is one of the best known
radio engineers in the city being licensed
radio operator and having served during the
war as a navy operator.
For the
connected

fore the radio achieved its prominence of to-

*

*

St. Louis, Mo.
Owing to an increase in the demand for
radio accessories and sets, in the radio department of Barney's Army store at Tenth
street and Washington. avenue, this department has been enlarged. The radio department is under the supervision of Sam Wade,
well-known St. Louis radio authority.
*

*

*

Kokomo, Ind.

The Wolf manufacturing industries of

Quincy,

Ill.,

recently

By A. J. Carter

Chairman Standards Committee R. M. A.
President of Carter Radio Company

There has been recently a great deal of
comment through the medium of the press
regarding the need for standardization in
the radio industry. It is apparent that the
radio public does not realize what great
strides already have been made. Neither do
they appreciate what a vast amount of research is required.
Great care must be taken to prevent
standards from being adopted that will limit
or retard the development of new products
and ideas. Consequently this is a task that

can be done only by engineers who have

had experience in every phase of the industry.

The Radio Manufacturers' Association is
ideally equipped to carry out this work since
it is composed of the principal and repre-

sentative manufacturers of the Radio Industry, consequently having the support and

co-operation of their engineering departments.

The work is being carried out systemat-

ically by means of sub -committees composed

of engineers and representives of interested
manufacturers. Public opinion and that of
manufacturers is solicited by means of
questionnaires. This information, supplemented, by the experience of engineers

forms the basis of a recommended standard
specification which, is submitted at a regular meeting for final acceptance.
Sub -Committees have been formed to investigate the following subjects. Many of
their recommendations have already been

adopted; others will make their reports at

purchased

the

3.
4.

Mr. Norr who is a son of John M. Norr,
Sr., former merchant, will have associated
with him in business, his brother, Martin F.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

time.

N orr.

World A Power Unit
Gives Steady Service
The new World A Power Unit manufactured by the World Battery Co., Chicago,

Ill., consists of a combination trickle charger
and a specially designed 60 -ampere storage
battery, which automatically supplies even,
everlasting current for any set, up to a 10 tube set. It can be used on either a 25 or
60 cycle, 110 volt AC line. An automatic
switch is installed on the unit. When this

switch is thrown to the "on" position the
set is connected, while the line is disconnected. When it is turned to the "off" posi-

the set is disconnected from the battery,
former main plant used by the Apperson tion,
the battery being connected to the charging
Brothers Automobile Company, for the unit, which in turn is connected to the line.
purpose of increasing the production of The charger starts to charge at TA amperes,
phonograph and radio cabinets. About but tapers down to
ampere, so that as
250 people are employed by this company. battery approaches full charge,
the current
* * *
is reduced accordingly.
Elizabeth, N. J.
John M. Norr, Jr., has announced the
establishment of a store at 1197 East Grand Flanagan Succeeds
street, near Broad street, featuring radio

and household electrical appliances.
A graduate of the Elizabeth schools, Mr.
Norr attended Lehigh University, specializing in electrical engineering.

For five
years he was affiliated with the electrical

service departments of several of the prom went plants in this city. For the past six
years he has been allied with the retail departments of Elizabeth stores featuring
radio.

Mr. Norr's experience in radio dates back

1. Wiring Devices (Cords, colors, cord
tips, etc.).
2. Variable Condensers and Dials.

His knowledge of it placed him in a
position to act as code instructor at one

day.

with the Radio Corporation of Virginia.
*

Manufacturers
Carefully Set
New Standards

subsequent meetings.

Norfolk, Va.
Archibald Hosier, prominently connected

past few months he has been

February 19, 1927

Ruark as Secretary

The resignation of B. W. Ruark as executive secretary of the Radio Manufac-

turers Association, Inc., was presented and
accepted, at a meeting of the Board of Directors held at the Cleveland Hotel, Cleve-

5.

Rheostats.
Transformers.

Plugs, Jacks and Switches.

Sockets.
Receiving Sets.
Vacuum Tubes.

Test Instruments.
Arrestors and Aerials.
Panels.

Resistance Units.
Fixed Condensers.

Radio Wiring for Buildings.
New committees are being formed from
time to time and this work will be carried
on indefinitely. It is the aim of the R. M. A.
eventually to standardize the entire industry.
The co-operation of the institute of Radio

Engineers and the excellent support of the
industry as a whole have resulted in bringing about, in two years, a degree of standardization that required from six to ten
years in the automobile and other industries.

It would be too lengthy to give details

regarding the benefits already derived from
this work. One of the most important effects, however, has been the tendency toward stabilization, which is brought about in
the following manner.
The raw material supplier is benefited because there is a greater demand for standard
material. Consequently he can anticipate

demands, carry a larger stock, and give

better deliveries at a reduced cost.
The manufacturer having a ready source
of raw material can keep his plant running
constantly, make prompt deliveries, thus
preventing cancellation of delayed orders.
Radio misfits have practically ceased to
exist. Parts are interchangeable, therefore

land, Ohio.

the dealer and jobber are not required to

At that meeting Martin F. Flanagan was
elected to succeed Mr. Ruark and immediately took over the duties of the executive

dence of the trade. In view of this, the
jobber and dealer are likely to order in ad-

secretary.

carry duplicate stocks of parts. The manufacturer has, in this way, earned the confivance of the consumer demand.

February 19, 1927

Kroblak Resistors
Made.for Heavy Duty
With the advent of socket power equipment, ,so popular this season, the demand
for resistances to carry large currents was
hard to fill. Manufacturers and jobbers, especially the latter, could not obtain material
in sufficient quantities to fill their requirements quickly. As the sources of supply
were few, this unexpected demand taxed
the facilities of those factories which were
equipped to manufacture such devices.
The announcement of the new Kroblak
heavy current wire wound resistances, which
are being distributed in the East by Tilson

and Tilson of 154 Nassau street, New York
City, should be of considerable interest to
manufacturers and jobbers whose present
sources cannot fill their requirements.
These units are designed to carry ten
watts continuous load.

The newly developed

heat resisting Kroblak and the engineering
behind these units make them a dependable
device. Being specified on many of the new

power amplifier and eliminator combinations,

such as the new Thordarson compact, these
resistances should prove interesting to

dealers handling parts for these combina-

RADIO WORLD
Subpanel Bracket

Is Sturdily Made

Better than Ever
One of the neatest jobs in sub -panel
brackets, sturdy, durable and adaptable to
every bracket need is the American Sub Panel bracket put out by the American Radio Hardware Company, 135 Grand street,
New York City. This sub -panel bracket is
constructed of aluminum and is so designed
as to accommodate 41 different types of
transformers

underneath

the

identification for all leads entering into one's
radio equipment. Enough markers for a

complete set are contained on a strip of
tough, durable, muslin, specially treated,
7% inches long by 2 inches wide. This is
subdivided into % inch strips which fold
around the wire or cable lead of any kind

being securely gummed and forming a stiff
marker showing marking on both sides, easy
to read from any angle, flexible and avoid-

ing any danger of short-circuiting or introducing losses where leads are fastened
in set. Fifteen markers are provided, in-

Extraordinary, Harkness 3 -

tube set makes 6, 7 and 8
tubes unnecessary!

sub -panel.

While light in weight, it will stand the utmost in pressure and will carry the maximum weight superimposed upon any sub -

panel. The metal of which it is composed is
non-magnetic and it is designed to fit a
3", 5" or 7" sub -panel. It will find a wide
use in radio receivers and battery eliminators of all types. It is sold complete with
screws and nuts at a very low list price.

Battery Cable Markers
on the market a new and useful system of

Biggest Bargain
FaMOUSTARKNESS Set

tions.

Blan, the Radio Man, 145 East 42nd Street,
New York City, has brought out and placed
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Of Course
HERMAN BERNARD
Designed the
Bernard Electric for
use with the

Here's the new beautiful,
selective Powerful Famous
Harkness Counterflex 3

Retaill5985
List Y

onl

52x)6o

S:00,04' okke:°
adios
44

ayth e

c0:(

N

LONG LIFE RECTIFYING TUBE I.!'

o'c

Biggs

Bargain!

cluding ground and aerial and allowing for
any system with or without power tubes.
C battery voltages are provided for 4%, 9
and 40% volts. The list price of these mark-

The HARKNESS COUNTERFLEX 3 is the
most marvelous receiver set ever made.

is constantly bringing out new ideas and it
is the boast of his army of customers that
if there is anything new under the sun in
radio, Blan has it.

condensers.

It should not be confused with cheap sets
because of its low price. Every part is
carefully selected and tested unit of the
highest quality. Genuine Bakelite front
and sub -panels. Straight line wave length

ers is very low and they provide a good
means of insurance for the radio set. Blan

Handsome large Bakelite dials.
A cabinet of highly polished black bakelite
with top and bottom of nttractively designed metal finished in frosted reddish brown. A set which you can be proud of
and one which will harmonize with the
richest furnishings. Furthermore it will
get better results than many of the highest
priced sets. It satisfies the most critical

BUY

ATINAL
RADIO PRODUCTS
For

Satisfactory and Lasting Results
NATIONAL COMPANY, INC,

fan.

ithsotsoept

Engineers and Manufacturers

W. A. READY, Pres..

Cambridge, Maas.

HOW TO BUILD

THAT CIRCUIT

The following circuits have been explained
and illustrated in back issues of Radio
World:

The National Power Amplifier, Dec. 25,
Jan. 8, 15, 22, 1927. 4 copies 60c.
The Bernard, Oct. 16, 23, 1926. 2 copies
30c.

The Antennaless Receiver, Nov. 27, Dec.
2 copies, 30c.
The Regenerative Equamatic,

4, 1926.
1926.

15c per copy.

The Equamatic, Oct.

2, 9,

16,

Dec.

4,

23, 1926.

4 copies, 60c.
The Lincoln Super -Heterodyne, Dec. 4,
1926. 15c per copy.
The 3 -Tube Xeres, Dec. 11 and 18, 1926.
2 copies, 30c.
The Lynch Amplifier, Jan. 1, 8, 15 and
22, 1926. 4 copies, 60c.
Or send 26.00 for yearly subscription and

get as a premium any one set of circuit
copies

noted above. No

with this offer.

other premium

RADIO
WORLD
1E1 WEST 15th STREET, N. Y. C.

Howls/

If your receiver is noisy, most likely
it's your tubes. Replace with CeCo
-"the tubes of longer life"-endorsed
by noted radio engineers.
There's a type for every radio need.
Full directions wrapped
with each tube.
Ask Your Radio Dealer

C. E. Mfg. Co.
Inc.

Providence, R. I.

E
TUBES

Users everywhere report it gets programs
from coast to coast, also Canada, Cuba,
Mexico, loud and clear on speaker. Twenty
persons reported getting Europe during the

International Tests!
This offer Is made by one of the Pioneer Radio
Houses of America-a house with many satisfied
customers in every state of the Union. Mall the
coupon below for testimonials and proof that the
HARKNESS 3 -tube set is superior to sets costing
much more.

We also supply this set in kit form for the man
who likes to build his own.

Retail List $36.00
OND DIAL CONTROL MODEL not Illustrated,
also offered on ten-day Free Trial.

Save and make money on sets, speakers,

Write today for the greatest

tubes, etc.

radio offer ever made!

THE RADIO GUILD Inc.
241

Market Street, Newark, N. J.

RADIO GUILD, INC..
241 Market Street,
Newark, N. J.
Gentlemen: Send no full details

of

your

with
special 10 -day FREE TRIAL OFFER.
Special Illustrated Booklet of the Famous
Ilaitnes3 Circuits.
NAME

ADDRItSS

If you are interested in Agents Proposition
place a mark in square CI
If you are a dealer attach a card or letterhead.
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Victor Company Admits
Its lig Debt to Radio

machine instruments having an aggregate
value at retail of more'than $17,000,000.
"Radio has a definite place in home entertainment today which improvements in
receiving sets and broadcast programs are
rapidly making even more secure," said Mr.

Shurnaker. "When I say that radio has
made and is still making significant contributions to the talking machine industry I

President Shumaker Says Broadcasting Art Prompted Development of Electrical Recording, and Cites $17,000,000 Sales of
Combination Radio and Talking Machines-Sponsored
Programs Prove Effective, He Reports
That radio and the talking machine are

allied industries, rather than competitors,

was the statement of Edward E. Shumaker,
newly elected president of the Victor Talk -

ARTER

"HI -OHM" Volume Control

Malt

.1 re)

The popular circuits designers weer quick to opera'
elate the unusual Qualities
of this Carter creation. So.
you'll find it specified in
the most popular circuits.

$2

This statement was
made in connection with his announcement
that during 1926 the Victor Company manufactured and sold combination radio -talking

"When it was found that these new elec-

In Their Newest Receivers
Write for Folders

HAMMARLUND
MFG. CO.
W. 33rd Street

424-438

New York

3-crt, Bid:Wt. Radi'

ammarlund
PRECISION

PRODUCTS,

54M'

OUR

Radio Catalog

such instruments last year, at retail value,
seems to indicate that our theory is sound.

Before you build
or

RETAIL
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free.
latest
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We handle only

A beautiful, real model of a ship,
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RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th Street, New York Cit3
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Please send me RADIO WORLD for
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Single Copy

Three Months

Six Months

One Year, 52 'Issues
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$ .15
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3.00
6.00

a Year for Foreign
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in so-called radio combination instruments
equivalent to $17,000,000 at retail selling
value. It is well to note. however, that this

amount represents only a part of our business-in fact only approximately one -sixth
of the total. The remaining five -sixth rep t esents our sales in talking machine products.

The Economic Problem

"The question as to who is to pay for

radio broadcasting appears to have been temporarily solved. The bills are being met by
those who benefit directly from it. While I
do not believe that the broadcasting of radio
entertainment can be made to take the place

of other established forms of advertising, it
is

an additional medium for creating demands for some products, and a good -will
builder when properly used. We have found
that the broadcasting of Victor recording
artists results in an immediate and traceable
demands for their records. We are convinced, also, that anything we may do .to
raise the standards of radio programs will
be reflected in a healthier condition in our
business and in other branches of the music

industry.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
RADIO WORLD

with radio receiving sets are being sold annually in homes which also contain radio
sets. I have stated that we did a business

teed.

qualified guarantee.

Sent on receipt of price
Only $12.50 VO

new

makes

"It is also a fact that thousands of new
talking machines which are not equipped

are fully guaran-

will not rattle or buzz-un-

unit,

music is of direct benefit to the entire musical industry, Mr. Shumaker contends.
"Newspapers and books may be used as
an analogy for the radio and recorded music,"
he stated. "Radio furnishes a vehicle for
something that is happening at the moment.
The talking machine, on the other hand, pro-

this theory that we decided to produce combination instruments embodying radio receiving sets and talking machine reproduction.
The fact that we sold $17,000,000 worth of

Will Save You Money!
WHOLSA1.11.

trical records contained more music than existing talking machines could reproduce,
scientists developed new instruments which
immediately revolutionized the industry."
Anything that makes people listen to more

vides a library of the world's best music,
and makes possible the hearing of the desired artist or entertainer, and the desired
musical selection at any time. It was upon

FREE!!

NEW
FREE

executed

The other side of the picture is that radio

pointed the way to the development of electrical recording, which made possible, for the
first time, the engraving of the complete
range of musical sound upon a record.

The Unittd Interest

Officially Specify
HAMMARLUND PRODUCTS

ARTERRADIO CO.

New Vitalitone Cone

casting. Subsequent developments have demonstrated clearly that such was -not the case.

Kenneth Harkness and 27
Other Leading Designers

Any dealer can supply

CHICAGO

the general impression was that recorded
music was being replaced by radio broad-

bug Machine Company.

Canada-Carter Radio Co., Limited, Toronto

In

am only stating facts which are amply supported by evidence.
"In 1924, and the early part of 1925, when
the talking machine industry was at a low
ebb due to its failure to improve its products,

months, for whicA

"Radio and the talking machine may at
practice they do not overlap. Each has its
own place as an instrument for home entertimes appear to overlap somewhat. In actual
tainment.

This is borne out by the ex-

perience of more than 6,000 Victor dealers
in the United States."
Mr. Shumaker believe that those who contend that radio interest is waning are thinking back to 1924, when there was a condition bordering upon radio hysteria. Today,
he says, interest in radio has become something substantial, from a commercial standpoint. Cheap, unsatisfactory sets are becoming fewer, and the public is insisting
upon radio receivers which provide good
tone quality, just as they have insisted upon
improved talking machines and records.

R
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A Phonograph ick,up

pick-up. The simplest is to connect a

Concluded from page 7)

at the side of the turn -table of the phonograph, and the dowel must be long enough
to reach over the record. The fork acts
as a swivel so that the dowel may be ro-

tated both in a horizontal and a vertical
plane.
Fig. 9-The phonograph end of the
dowel is shown in this photo. The handle

the
of the pick-up units is run throughleaddowel in a vertical direction, and the
in cord is tied to the dowel by means of
thread.

Fig. 10-Now the pick-up unit must be
connected electrically to the input of the
audio frequency amplifier in some convenient manner. The two terminals from
the pick-up unit must be connected to the
grid and the filament terminals of the detector tube. In this case the detector becomes the first amplifier tube in the system. There is a very simple way of doing
this.

modulator plug across the pick-up terminals as shown in this photo. This picture also gives an idea of the finished arrangement and how to use it.

Fig. 13-This picture shows how the

unit is placed on the record on the phonograph turn -table and how the anchor bot-

tle is placed on the side, with the dowel
connecting the two. See front cover.

Judge Heads Club
for the Fourth Time
Butte, Mont.
For the fourth successive year, Judge W.
E. Carroll, one of Butte's first radio en -

Take a burnt -out CX tube and

the other terminal to the minus A prong
of the base. Solder the terminals at the
ends of the prongs and trim neatly. Now

fier just insert the plug just described
into the new socket. This connects the
proper terminals automatically and the
detector tube in the set becomes the first
amplifier. It is not necessary to touch the
grid leak and condenser, because these
have very high impedances for audio frequencies and will have no appreciable

effect on the input. It makes no difference

how the grid return is connected. The

new connection is correct for making the
detector tube into an amplifier. It will be

observed that if the grid return is to the

positive terminals of the filament the new
connection will put the voltage of the A
battery across the grid leak, but this will
do no harm.
Fig. 11-This photo shows how the terminal plug is inserted into the auxiliary
socket in the set.

Fig. 12-The pick-up from the phonograph record is likely to be too great for
the loud speaker, especially if there are
several stages of amplification. A volume
control is necessary to control it. If there

already is one in the audio amplifier, pone
other is necessary, but there are many receivers which do not have a volume control in the audio circuit. Hence a control

INTERFERENCE !

!

!

Price $2.00
At all good dealers
direct

or

by mail on re-

ceipt of price.
Manufactured by
W. E. Bothgata Co.
ne.

65

Wert
N.

Dealers

Broadway,
Y.

and

Jobber,

Vernon Radio Corp.
135

Liberty

N.

Y.

Street,

C.

Wholesale Distributor

gram committee.
The secretary treasurer is Moses R.
Cooper, Mr. Cooper being elected to succeed
himself.
Carl J. Tr:merman was re-elected director
of publicity. Ile appointed Ray .1...onuts as
assistant director. Andrew Monroe and

Oscar Stranstrum were appointed members
of the committee seeking to eliminate interference with radio reception in Butte. Dan
Georgevich was named as a member of the
entertainment bureau.
It was announced that the club will take
a census of receiving sets in Butte. Judge
Carroll, is to name the census takers.

BERNARD RADIO CORPORATION
AT

$10.00 Per Share
Concurring in the opinion of the largest manufacturers that
the present-day need is for a dependable radio receiving set, constructed on mechanically perfect lines, and to be sold at a price
within reach of all, Mr. Herman Bernard, the inventor, has produced in the Bernard Electric Bronze Beauty, a radio wonder
possessing rare distinctive features heretofore unrealized.
Mass production will enable this company to pat this six -tube
wonder on the market at a price to the ultimate consumer defying
competition, and returning a handsome profit to the shareholders.
Mr. Bernard needs no introduction to the readers of the Radio
World and radio fans in general. For years he has occupied a
foremost position as radio expert, inventor, and broadcaster over
the radio on all matters pertaining to radios and their installation.
The fact that Mr. Bernard has given his name to this latest
creation is sufficient guarantee of its success.
The Bernard Radio Corporation is capitalized under the laws
of Delaware for fifty thousand shares of no par value. The first

offering of these shares will be at ten dollars per share. Each
subscription will be limited to a maximum of fifty shares. You
may subscribe to any amount up to that number.

Sign and detach request below for further information

may be installed in connection with the
The "W E B" Wave Trap
Will Eliminate Your

John R. Bartlett was elected vice president and re-elected chairman of the pro-

OF THE

leak and condenser and connect the minus
A terminal of the new socket to the same

terminal on the detector tube, or on any
of the other tubes in the amplifier. Now
to connect the pick-up unit to the ampli-

office.

of a Limited Number of Shares

unit to the grid prong on the base and

base may be used as a convenient plug.
To connect the pick-up unit to the amplifier an additional socket will be required,
room for which may always be found in
the radio set. Connect the grid terminal
of this socket to the grid terminal of the
detector tube, without touching the grid

candidate to succeed himself. but by
MOBS vote lie was requested to continue in

LAST PUBLIC OFFERING

break the glass off, or remove the base.
Connect one of the leads of the pick-up

tape the base and -lead-in cord -so that the -

elected president of the Butte

Radio club at a meeting of that iirgimita
Lion held recently. Judge Carroll was not a

TT

am. MN /MN T=

PRI

MIN =Mr MEN.

CHAS. J. SWAN & CO.,
51 East 42nd Street, New York City.
Kindly reserve for my account, subject to cancellation if dissatisfied upon
shares of Bernard Radio Correceipt of further information,
poration stock at $10.00 per share. Send at once complete information without
obligating me in any way.
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY and STATE
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tions of the plate current will not so

AT YOUR SERVICE
[1 his deportment is conducted by Robert
L. Eichberg, director of the Extension Division of the Federated Radio Trade School,
4464 Cass Ave., Detroit, Mich. All questions
regal ding the construction, repair, selling,
merchandising and advertising of radio apparatus should be sent direct to Mr. Bich berg at

that address, where they will be

proximity to each other, so that there will
be a coupling between their electric fields,
and an alternating current is sent through
one coil, a galvanometer attached across
the terminals of the second coil will show
that current is induced in that coil. If
these coils are wound upon an iron core,

which is common to both, the deflection
of the needle will be greater, showing
that the force which induces the current
All others will- be answered by a personal in the second coil travels better
through
letter from Mr. Eichberg. By a special ar- iron than through air.
rangement RADIO WORLD is able to offer this
Now, a transformer is nothing more nor
service free to all readers.]
less than two coils of wire wound
upon
an iron core and closely coupled
(inductively) to each other.
Transformer Action
In the primary coil of an audio freEvery radio fan knows what a transtransformer, there is constant
former does, but few know how it is quency
flow of direct current suppliedaby
the B
done. Perhaps a better appreciation of
battery. This current pulsates,
these
transformer design may be had if the ac- pulsations are transferred to theand
secondtion which takes place within a trans- ary. In a transformer which employs
a3former is explained.
to -1 ratio the pulsations
are stepped up
To explain this, we must go back to to approximately three times
their
origelementary physics. You have probably inal magnitude, and so on for the different
heard of the laboratory experiment in transformer ratios. The pulsation
which
which the pole of the magnet is plunged is induced in the secondary of the transthrough the center of the coil of wire, the former is impressed upon the grid of the
ends of which are attached to a galvano- succeeding tube and causes the grid to
meter. A deflection of the galvanometer vary in potential, thereby controlling the
needle will be observed. This is the simflow and plate current through
plest experiment to perform, and on it electronic
that tube.
the action of the dynamo or generator is
If
the
plate
current through the primary
based.
of the transformer is quite great, and the
Sirnilarily, if two coils are placed in
transformer improperly designed with too
small a core, the core will be constantly
JAYNXON TONE BRIDGE more or less magnetized, and the pulsapromptly anszmred. The answers to questions of general interest will be printed here.

HARD RUBBER

by B. Erie Buckley.

Perfect Reproduction.
No Tubes.
No Batteries.
Prevents

SHEET-ROD-TUBING

RADION and HARD RUBBER
PANELS, ANY SIZE
Send for Pries List

JAYNXON LABORATORIES
57 DEY STREET
NEW YORK CITY
by

RADIO WORLD

IL,

Seciel Hard Rubber Parts Made to Order

t

Destruction 1 10.
Approved

WHOLESALE
RETAIL
NEW YORK HARD RUBBERTURNING
CO.
212 Centre Street
New York
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MARVELOUS RESULTS
WITH KARAS EQUAMATIC

THE high quality of reception of the
Karas Equamatic 5 -Tube Sensation

Build This Great Receiver

You can have an Equamatic that will sur-

has swept the country. Everybody is discussing Karas Equamatic selectivity, tone
quality, distance and volume. YEvery

pass any other receiver ever designed-

great .receiver. Women, especially, have
been quick to appreciate its superior
reception.
And women know good

complete data

on the Equamatic.

ceiver is being told us in hundreds of
letters from every part of the country.
Never before has a radio receiver had
such an enthusiastic reception. Every

Enables you to build this
from Karas and other parts easily
obtained
from your local
Write for
this Manual today, filling dealer.
out and mailing
coupon with 10c to

other receiver accomplishes so muchgives such startling results-is so easy to
tune-has greater volume-brings in DX

1142-C Association Building, Chicago

receiver

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.

Equamatic builder knows the answer: No

cutting right through powerful locals.
Others report even better results.

pere at 300 volts on the secondary. A
step-down transformer with the same ratio and the same power applied to the
rent of 9 amperes at 33 1-3 volts.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
I AM herewith enclosing a diagram of

a- five -tube set which I have built, but
which does not work satisfactorily. It

looses volume on the lower wavelengths.
Also when a station is tuned in with VC2
which shunts the three-circut tuner then
VC1 is changed it also changes the setting on VC2. I have had to place resistances and condensers at various places to
cut out howling. The regeneration was
very critical until I placed .5 meg. resistor
across the tickler coil.
I would also like to do away with the
variable condenser VC1, which is from
the grid post of the Acme R3 to the grid

post of the three -circuit tuner, but this
causes a howl and distortion.
I have tried various hook-ups, some

Pr"
1

rKARASELECTR IC
I
I

IName

Why confine your radio pro-

for you?
TANCE) GETTER to your
radio, tune according to instructions

and

presto --note

the distant programs roll In!
Satisfaction Guaranteed
-

.

Your money instantly refunded if you are not antisfled. The article on proper
tuning.. furnished FRED
with each Distance Getter.
alone is worth the price.
Galloway of
Chicago writes: "Results beyond
all expectations.

Cuts thru locals like a knife."

MAIL COUPON TODAY

IAddress
City

FOR ANY RADIO

grams to a few local stations
when the expensive concerts.
dance music and lectures of
hundreds of big cities areready
Connect this DIS-

CO.

1142-0 Association Building,
Chicago

I enclose 10c for which please send me a 0007 of the
Hares Butfamatic Manual, explaining
the construction
of your receiver.

CE

AMAZING
INVENTION

explaining the operation and the construction of this great receiver.
Write for the Equamatic Manual
Contains simple instructions and

reception when they hear it!
The Sensation of Radio
Day after day the superiority of Karas
Equamatic reception over every other re-

clearly-separates local stations so
easily. Thos. F. Meagher, Long Island,
N. Y., logged 40 stations in one evening,

out transformers, undoubtedly have found
that the side which is damaged is almost
invariably the primary. There is little or
no current in the secondary.
A point which it might be well to bring
out here is the fact that, although a transformer may step up voltage, it cannot
step up wattage (watts equals volts times
amperes). In fact, the number of watts
which will be supplied by the secondary
of the power transformer is never equal to
the power .consumed by the primary
transformer. In other words, there is a
loss. If there were no loss a 3 -to -1 stepup transformer with 3 amperes at 100
volts on the primary would supply 1 am-

you can easily and quickly build it yourself-and it will be a finer looking set
than any factory made set you could possibly buy, regardless of price. For the
small sum of 10c you can secure from us
the complete Karas Equamatic Manual,

Equamatic that has been built has won
hosts of enthusiastic boosters for this

so

following tube in the usual iffanner. You

will see from the description how the B
battery current is kept entirely out of
the transformer windings. The action is
similar to that in the output impedance.
With a combination such as this, it is
physically impossible for the transformer
to be burned out. You who have burned

primary would supply a secondary cur-

Perfect Loud Speaker
Coupling As Specified

Speaker

readily be transmitted to the secondary.
Distortion will result. In cases of this
sort the addition of a choke coil and condenser can be used to remedy the defect.
Its connection may be described as follows: From the plate of the first tube a
connection is made to one side of the
choke coil, the other side of which is connected to the positive B battery. Another
connection from the plate is made to one
side of a 1 to 3 mfd. fixed condenser, the
other side of which is connected to the
plate terminal of the transformer. The
B terminal of the transformer is run to
the negative A battery and the secondary
of the transformer is connected to the

HAZLETON LABORATORIES

State

WATCH EXPIRATION OF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION!
Subscribers will note that the end of their subscriptions is indicated on the labels on
wrappers. If
your wrapper shows p date earlier than the current issue, please
send payment for renewal. Changes
in expiration dates on wrappers appear two weeks after receipt of
renewal.
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St., New York City. (Phones:
Bryant 0558-0559.)

4554 Malden St., Dept. RD, Chicago.
Send me Distance Getter,
postpaid. Enclosed
find $1.00 (M. O.. stamps or cheek).
Send C. 0. D. plus small postage added.
Name
Address
City

State

similar to this with a stage of tuned RF
ahead of the detector, and the untuned
the
stage first. Also have tried leaving off
untuned stage, but all in all when I get
the set to a point where it is not distorted,
there is hardly enough volume to work
the speaker.-C. E. Anderson.
In the diagram which you sent, you
state that VC1 is a .0005 SLF variable
incondenser and the connections shown

dicate that a neutralizing condenser is
conwhat should be used. I believe the about
nection of VC1 is to a tap on L2,
fifteen turns from the filament end. It

would work somewhat better, also, if you
were to replace the antenna coil you are
now using with a more usual type of antenna coupler, shunted by a .0005 variable
condenser. Were you to run the grid lead
to the negative A rather than to the negative C,
volume.

you would probably get more
*

*

reads, "are run to the negative B battery
terminal." Should it not read "C battery
terminal"?
I have much pleasure in letting you
know that I enjoy your articles very
much. They are just what is needed for
the radio "bug".

In an ordinary three -circuit regenerative set with tickler coil, is it possible to
tune the secondary with a 43 -plate variable condenser and what number of turns
' would be necessary on a 4 inch diameter
tubing using number 22 DCC wire?-Wm.
Blake.

The line you mention was a mis-print.

It should read "negative C battery ter-

minal," In regard to your other question
I would say that you would have considerable difficulty in tuning with a 43 -plate
variable condenser. As you will realize, a
slight change in the dial setting will give
a greater capacity change than would a
corresponding movement if a 23 -plate
condenser were used. The only table I
can find for the inductances you would
have to have with a .001 mfd. variable
condenser, is for honey -comb coils. It
turn honey -comb coil

35

wound with No. 24 SCC wire will cover
the band from 200 to 515 meters when
used with a condenser such as you have.
These coils have an inside diameter of 2"
and are -1" wide. I would suggest that you
acquire a condenser with the proper ca
pacity to work with your coils rather
than trying to change your coils to match
your condenser. If you do this you will
also have to change the primary and tick-

the above troubles and

continuous whistle such as you described
As
in your article in RADIO WORLD.
soon as I put my finger on the grid of the
I
theretransformer, the whistle stopped.
fore put a fixed condenser .002 across the
secondary of the transformer. The whistle stopped, but the volume was decreased.

caused by an open grid circuit in any one
of the stages. This also applies to trouble No. 3, and the remedy for this, if it is

stage of audio emitted a high pitched,

Putting this fixed condenser across the

It had only effect when put across secondary or from grid to plate of transformer.
2-I noted that when I tried to vary the

detector voltage, in the process of taking
the wire from the 45 tap to 22% tap, that
is after I had already put the wire on the

22% tap, the music stopped and a loud
knocking was heard in the loudspeaker

which I could not stop unless I turned the
set off and on again or turned the tickler
over the point of oscillation and back. I
also noted that this happened only when

using 135 v. of B on the last tube.
3-Some time ago a friend told me that
his set stopped suddenly one night and
nothing could be got out of it although
my own set was working fine. My set
is of the same type. He also told me
that he tried varying the voltage of the
detector tube when this happened and
when the wire was taken off the tap, he
heard a hum in the loudspeaker.
I would appreciate it very much if you
would enlighten me as to the causes of

Trouble No. 1. Try putting a 15 or 1

meg. grid leak or a .001 mfd. fixed condenser across the secondary of that transformer. Also try using a .002 mfd. fixed
condenser across the primary or secondary of the first transformer.
Trouble No. 2. You do not say if, after
the set had been turned off and on again,
the knock was eliminated. Does this

happen after you turn the set on or just
that one time when you varied the voltage? I would suggest that it may be

the trouble, is to repair* the grid circuit.
*

set and wish to use a power tube in the
last socket audio. I have a UX-171 for
this purpose and Majestic B. Can you
please tell me what changes to make in
wiring or will an adapter socket do as
well as a change in the wiring.
I

am a

subscriber of

RADIO WORLD

and think it the best weekly I have found
yet.-Dale Slack.

An adapter socket will enable you to

use -a CX-371 or UX-171 in the last stage
successfully.

If you do not want to use

an adapter, you will find that by disconnecting the grid lead of the last transformer and run it to the higher voltage C
battery, and by disconnecting the B battery lead to the loudspeaker and inserting the additional battery needed to raise
the voltage your object will be accomplished.

Thus, you see, the higher B and C volt-

age which your tube requires will not
affect any of the other stages.

STABILIZES
CIRCUIT
By controlling the feed -back
through the use of a CLARO-

Our great new 1927 catalog fresh from the press, eontains the very newest in complete sets, parts and accessories-hundreds of amazing bargains. 250.000 customers
SEND
testify to our wonderful values and reliability.
QUICK for your copy. (Please include some of friend

American Mechanical Laboratories. Inc.

cuit and increase the volume.
At all dealers $2.25.

285 N. 6th St.

Brooklyn,

Dept. R.W.

also).

N. T.

THE BARAWIK CO., 560 Monroe Sheet, CHICAGO

'WORLD'S FINEST LOUD SPEAKER
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4 -Tube Receiver

PHASATROL

*

I HAVE just built a Victoreen two -dial

FREE RADIO Cot

*

I HAVE read with interest your article

them.-Hyman Sobel.

STAT, you stabilize the dr-

ler coils correspondingly.
* *

in RADIO WORLD and allow me herewith to

the remedy fOr

present to you for your convenience the
troubles arising from a set I built for a
friend of mine about a month ago:
TYPE OF SET-The Diamond of the
Air four -tube model. This set was built
in a humidor, 10 inches high, 8% inches
wide and 7 inches deep, a CX-112 tube
being used in the last stage with 135 v.
B and 9 v. C, the remaining tubes being
301-A. Also an output transformer (Pa cent) is used to protect the loudspeaker.
Trouble 1-The set worked well as far
as the the first stage of audio. The last

primary of the transformer had no effect.

*

IN YOUR article in RADIO WORLD of
Jan. 1, in column two, tenth line down, it

says that a

27
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Licensed by Rider Radio Corporation

Pat'd. 5-2,16
Pant. 7-27.'26

A True Balancing Device for Radio
Frequency Amplifiers
Stop radio frequency oscillations and
squeals. Hook-up circular on request.

- ELECTRAD

Single Closed

Circuit Jack

ELECTRAD .00025 Fixed -

With Clips
-- ELECTRAD
_Condenser.00025
Fixed -1

COMPLETE parts furnished in kit form.
Wo guarantee this speaker the equal of any
manufactured cone speaker at any price. With this
TEREE-FOOT CONE SPEAKER you hear all the
tones. It brings out the true depth and beauty of

drive, distortionless unit for large cones; Alhambra
Fonotex for big cone, with brass apes. two sepia
prints showing cabinet or stand construction for cone

includes famous "ENSCO" cone unit, the only direct -

with ordinary Tubes or with Power Output.

orchestral and instrumental music. Can be operated softly for living room tousle or full volume
for dancing, and without trace of distortilon. Kit

elm

INC.

175 Varick Street

New York

speaker, also wall and roll types. All necessary
Instructions.
Buy tits wonderful speaker under our absolute
guarantee. Your money Weir it you are not convinced that it is the &test reproducing medium
obtainable at any price. It works on any set,

When in New York City visit Studio and listen to Demonstration of the

Condenser Without Clips _II

ELECTRAD

THE SOLUTION OF THE PERFECT

NO

DISTORTION LOUDSPEAKER PROBLEM FIDELITY
9he Choice ofeadinangineers

WORLD'S FINEST LOUD SPEAKER
ENGINEERS' SERVICE CO., 25 Church Street, New York City
MI NMI MO 1.1=1 MIS

SEND

NMI OM Mill OM OM

n mall ant
Write your name plainly as Indicated below, then
forwarded to you.

complete kit will be

Just pay postman $10.00 upon delivery.

NOName
MONEY.!

Address
Olty and

State
ENGINEERS' SERVICE CO., 25 Church Street (Desk W), New York City
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Good Back Numbers of

RADIO WORLD
The following illustrated al -ticks have appeared in recent issues of RADIO WORLD:
1926:
June

19-Selectivity's Amazing Coll. by J. D.
Anderson.
The Light 5 -Tube Portable Set,
by Herman Bernard.

February 19, 1927

Variable Resistor Aid's
In Achieving Quality
Use a Power Tube in Final Audio Stage and Connect the
Resistance in Series with Speaker Lead and an
Output Post of Set

July 3-Set with a 1 -Turn Primary, ty Herman
Bernard.

Part 2 of the Victoreen Portable, by
H. Bernard. Trouble Shooting Article for The
Light 5 -Tube Portable.

By William H. Fine

'

July 10-A Rub in Single Control, by Herman
Bernard.
A DX Double Regenerator, by
Cobb P. V. O'Rourke.

A. 2 -Tube Dry Cell

Receiver, by Samuel Schmaltz.

July 31-What's Best in an AF Amplifier.
Herman Bernard.

by

A 6 -Tube Reversed Feed-

back Set, by K. B. Humphrey.
Aug. 14-The Improved Browning -Drake, by Her.
man Bernard (Part 1). Storage Batteries,

by John A. White.

Aup. 21-A New Stabilized CEreult, by H. H.
Loftin and S. Y. White (Part 1). The Brown
ing -Drake by Herman Bernard (Part 2).
Aug. 28-The Constant Coupling, by B. H. Latin
and S. Y. White (Part 2). The Browning'
Drake. by Herman Bernard (Part 3).

4-1'he Four Rectifier

Sept.

Types,

K. B.

by

A Simple Battery Charger, by
Z. H Anderson..
Sept. 11-The Beacon (3 -tubes), by James
Carroll. The 1927 Modal Victoreen, by Her
Humphrey.

man Bernard.

l8-The 1927

Sept.

Victoreen, by

Arthur H.

Eliminator in a Cash Box, by Paul

Lynch.

R. Fernald.

Sept. 25 --The Lynch Lamp Socket Amplifier, by
Arthur H. Lynch. Wiring up the Victoreen,
by Herman Bernard.
Oct. 2 --The Tictoreen (Continued). by Herman
Bernard.
New Equamatic System, by Capt.
P. V. O'Rourke.

Oct. 9-A Practical "A" Eliminator, by Arthur
H. Lynch Building the Eauamktic, by Capt.
P. V. O'Rourke.
Oct. 16-The Bernard. by Herman Bernard, How
.

to Box
Hayden.

"A"

an

Suyyly,

by

Herbert

E.

23-The 5 -tube P. C. Samson, by Capt.
P. V. O'Rourke.
Getting DX on the Bernard, by Lewis Winner.
Oct. 30-1'he Singletrol Receiver, by Herbert E.
Hayden.
How to Get Rid of Squeals, by

Oct.

Nov.

Herman Bernard.
6-Reduction of Interference. by A. N.
Goldsmith. Variations of Impedances, by J.

E.
Nov.

Anderson.

13--1'he 4 -tube Hi -Power Set, by Herbert
Hayden.
A Study of Eliminators, by
Herman Bernard.
H.

of the ear and is produced by the vibra-

tions of the air or other medium with
which the ear is in contact.
In analyzing sound, it is found to pos-

Del.

Anderson.

Same Common Penedos, by

J.

11

Speare.
Anderson.

on One Tube, by Edgar
Eliminating Interference. by J. Pb

The
Victoreen Universal,
Ralph G:".. Hurd (Concluding Part).

Dec. 25-A New Coupling
Anderson.

Device,

by

J.

by

F,

Functions of Eliminators, by Her-

man Bernard.
Jan.

I, 1927-The 2 Tube Delano Receiver. by
Arthur IL Lynch. Tim Twin -Choke AmPli

by Kenneth Harkness.
Jan. 8 --Tuning Out Preyerful Locals,

by J.

Choice Supetheterodyne,
Brunsten Brunn.
The 2 -Tube De -Lux
A.

E.
by
1143-

cm:wet., by Arthur H. Lynch (Part 2).
15-The DeLuxe Receiver, by Arthur H.
Lynch (Part 3).
The Simple Meter Test
Circuit by Herbert E. Hayden. The Superheterodyne Modulator Analyzed, by J. E

Jan.

Anderson.

Jan. 22-The Atlantic Radiophone feat, by Lewis
Rand. An Insight Into Resistors, by J. E.
Anderson.
A
Sidney Stack.

Circuit

for Great

Power,

by

Jan. 29-The Harkness ICEL-27 Receiver (Part 1)
by Kenneth Harkness. Use of Biasing Resistors,

by J.

E.

Anderson.

Dial Slet, by Capt. P. V.
O'Rourke.
The Harkness KH-27 (Part 2),
by Kenneth Harkness. What Produces Tone
Quality, by J. E. Anderson.
Feb. 12-Phone Talk Put On Speaker, by Herbert PI Hayden.
All Batton:es Eliminated,
by Herman Bernard. The Harkness KIE-27
5 -5 -Tube,

Feb.

Receiver, by
conclusion.

1

Kenneth

Harkness

(Part

3)

Any copy,
Any 7 copies, $1.00. All these
copies for $3.25, or start subscription with
15e.

31

any

Issue.

Street,

RADIO WORLD,

New York City.

145

West 45th

changes in

the
112 type of tube requires at While
least 135
volts on the plate for maximum
efficiency and a small C battery for grid
bias (9 volts negative) one
will
amply repaid for the small expensefeel
in-

NA-ALO
Sea. ma Pals

UX POWER TUBES installed in any set
without rewi ing by Na-Ald Adapters and
Connectoralds For full information write
Alden

Man !lecturing
Springfield, Mass,

Co.,

Dept.

S-20,

FIXED ESISTOR
111

How to Build

THE DIAMOND
5 -Tube Model

leer,

Anderson.

the present circuit wiring.

.

18-Selectivity

Dec.

sity of making any radical

volved by the results obtained. In some
instances a slight change in the wiring of
the last audio stage may be necessary in
While all present day improvements in order to accommodate the C battery but
amplification, tone quality and loud this should not prove a difficult task for
speaker construction are marked ad- the average radio fan.
For improving tone quality, eliminating
vancements toward perfect reproduction,
and refining the reproduction in
however, the average radio fan of limited distortion
general,
numerous methods
have been
means, who has either built his own resuggested
from time to time, all with
ceiver or possesses a medium-priced facequally
varying
results.
tory -built set, does not, a rule, feel inHowever, reclined to spend an additional large amount gardless of the kind of audio amplifier
used in the receiver, whether it be transformer, resistance, or impedance coupled,
and without laying special stress on any
Practical RADIO Work
particular type of loudspeaker, a tried
Taught at Home-at Cost
and proven method which is simplicity
This school is run, without profit, by the N Ichlgan
Radio Trade Ass'n. Teaches what you need to
itself
and can therefore
know for a successful radio career-and helps
tried by every
you find a position. Has Resident and Extension
radio fan at small cost be
with positive asCourses.
Send your name and address for dela' Is.
surance of highly satisfactory
Federated Radio Trade School
follows: Get a variable resistanceresults,
of ap4464 Cass Ave., Detroit, Michigan

Prescott.

I I-The Universal Victoreen, by Ralph O.

Hurd.

practically any -receiver without the neces-

tion.

27-1'he Antennaless Receiver, by Dr.
Louis B. Bleu (Part 1). Short Waves Yield

Dec. 4-The Regenerative 5 -Tube Set, by Capt.
P. V. O'Rourke. The 8 -tube Lincoln Super.
by Sidney Stack. The Antennaless Receiver,
by Dr. Louis B. Blan (Part 2). Winner's
DC Eliminator, by Lewis Winner.

Quality Improved
For increasing quality, a CX-112 tube
can be used in the last audio stage of

denotes whether or not the sound is
pleasing to the ear; pitch, whether or not
it is high or low in tone, while volume
signifies whether it is soft or loud.
Sound is therefore a deciding factor
in the general usefulness of radio as a
satisfactory medium for entertainment. In
other words, the complete value of radio
in the home is dependent upon the extent
to which the receiving set's capability
is reflected by the quality of reproduc-

Nov.

by M. L.

sary.

sess three distinct characteristics, namely :-quality, pitch and volume. Quality

Nov. 20-Vital Pointers About Tubes. by Capt.
P. V. O'Rourke.
The 4 -tube Diamond of
the air, by Herman Bernard.
Secrets,

of money for new transformers or special power amplifiers in order to bring
his set up to present day Afficiency and
as a matter of fact, as explained in the
following text, it is not absolutely neces-

Sound is a sensation received by means

Hermon Bernard, designer of this wonder circuit. has written an illustrated booklet on "How
to Build RADIO WoRLD's Improved Diamond of
the Air." Send 50c and get this booklet, including a full-sized wiring blueprint and free
nantepiece.

Outstanding Features of Set: (1) Fans, charmed

by tone quality, sensitivity and selectivity, report speaker reception of far -distant stations
with great volume. (2) A 2 -tube earphone set.
a 5 -tube speaker set, and a separate 3 -stage
audioamplifier for immediate use with any
tuner, are combined in one. (3) No rheostats
are used, (4) The set is inexpensive to construct and maintain. (5) The set works from
outdoor aerial or loop; hence no aerial problems

present themselves, in city or country.

Send $6 for year's subscription and get booklet,
blueprint.
[Newsdealers or radio dealers, order the booklets with blueprints included, in quantity, direct
from American News Co. or branches.]

RADIO WORLD

145 West 45th St., New York City

APOLLO $4.95
16 -INCH CONE
Newest artistically
designed adjustable

cone speaker at
exceedingly
price.

ass

Iow

Mail

orders filled
upon receipt of $4.95

Rix Radio Supply
House, Inc.
5505 4th Avenue

Brooklyn, New York

HOW THE TRANS -OCEAN
PHONE WORKS
Described in detail by a famous engineer
in the issue of Jan, 22, 1927 and in such a
tray that even the novice gets an insight into
the fundamentals of this type of radio transmission. Follow this up with a description
on how to build a set to listen -in on the
overseas phone, by Capt. Peter V. O'Rourke,
in the issue of Jan. 27, 1927. Send 30c for
both of these, or better still send $6 for one
years subscription to Radio World and get

these copies as a premium. RADIO WORLD,

145 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

RADIO WORLD
Radio Church Sends
Sermons to Shutins

February 19, 1927

proximately 75,000 ohms and connect it
between one tip of the speaker cords
and one of the output terminals of the
receiver. This method will be found to
prevent distortion due to overloading the
So that New Hampshire aged and shutloudspeaker and improves tone quality to a ins may hear services in the morning and
marked degree by helping to match the in the evening, a Radio Church, call letimpedance of the loudspeaker to the out- ters WBRL, has been established by the
put impedance of the set. It also' mate- Congregationalists of Tilton and Northrially reduces interfering set noises and field, N. H. The Rev. Marshall Dawson,
acts as an additional volume control, this formerly of Brooklyn, N. Y., is the minlast feature being particularly desirable ister. Hr- serves without salary. Through
when loudspeaker is placed some distance subscriptions, mony is raised to pay for
from the receiver.
music, telephone and other running costs.
A device that serves the purpose well is Representatives of other religions are bea Centralab Modu-Plug, a small, compact, ing invited to appear before the mike of
variable resistance of just the right ohm- this station.
age for maximum results and which, due
Letters received from many invalids
to its construction, can be connected into prove
that this station is a very popular
the circuit by anyone without tools. As a one, many
of these folks appreciating re-,
matter of fact, this special unit is made in ligious sermons
of the simple style only,
two distinct types :-one for use with receiving sets employing a standard loud- jazz and other types of popular music
speaker jack on front of panel and a cord being greatly denounced.
type for use with pin type jacks or where
the loudspeaker is attached directly to
binding posts inside of set.

Coupling Terms

40-M. Messages Sent
By General Motors
Using a wavelength of 40 meters, the
General Motors Export Company is constantly in communication with its branches
in Valparaiso, Buenos Aires, Montevideo,
and Soa Paulo in South America. The engineers of this company have found this
wavelength to be the most efficient, the static

and commercial code interference being at
a minimum. Reports on the fluctuation of
the market are sent to and from these posts.
This is the first time a company has used
radio for communicating with its posts in
distant points. The cost, the officials say, is
very low and is efficient. They expect this
method to decrease the cost of cables and

29

'Built Better'

IliCrf shoo UV
kNi
AIROVO% Produ,.
manufsartmew of Italia' Re.ch.r.

and 'IV' FInnin.for.

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP.
60.72 Washington St., Brooklyn. N.Y.

Radio Mailing Lists
27428-Radio Dealers, Retail. Per M
$7.00
20.00
2680-Radie Mfrs., Per List
22.00
2857-Radio Jobbers, Per List
1847-55410 Jobbers rated $5,000 and
15.00
up, Per List
Per
Mfrs.
Comnista
Sets,
l050-Radlo
10.00
List
de Ask
fir
and any other Radio List YOU want.
tailed price I lots all guaranteed 98% arrest.

Trade Circular

to use the term electric coupling. And
using

the

inductive

term

coupling for the coupling between two
coils, it would be better to use the term
coupling
may be either electric or magnetic. But

magnetic coupling.

Inductive

the term inductive coupling has become
established through inductance.

t 7.50

(LICENSED KIT)
COMPLETE KIT

(pd

KIT $40.00

,rz
COMPLETE KIT

4 TUBE DIAMOND KIT
AND ALL POPULAR KITS
MODERN B ELIMINATOR
WITH RAYTHEON TUBE
POWERTONE D.C. ELIMINATOR
POWERTONE WAVE TRAPS
MODEL 1
MODEL 2
BRUNO 'BOOK OF HOOKUPS

Amazing New 5 -Tube Radio

telegrams.

Chicago

NEW IMPROVED

correctness. Instead of using the term
capacity coupling it would be better
of

Inc.

Co.,

160 W. Adams Street

DIAMOND OF THE AIR

The term capacity coupling is not a
suitable one, though it is almost universally used. Likewise the term inductive
coupling is not used with 100 per cent.
instead

Fixed Condensers
and Resistances

E ROVOX

$30.00
$24.50
$8.50

$1.00
$2.00

$0.22

DEALERS SUPPLIED

Send for Special Proposition

B. C. L. Radio Service Co., Inc.

At Very Small Cost

221 Fulton St. (R.W.)

Y.

N

C.

Improves Reception 100%
)-Lieut.
New York City, N. Y., (Date
Sterling G. Sears of the U. S. Naval Reserves has perfected a marvelous new 5 -tube
Radio that unproven average home reception about
Moulded In genuine Bakelite. Proof against all resistance changes due to atmospheric conditions, mehturn absorption and temperature losses. Remain constant and noiseless, cannot break or become defective
under most extreme conditions. Guaranteed within 18
per cent commercially of rated markings. Resistance
elements in permanent contact with end terminals;
need no soldering or cementing.

SPECIFIED IN LEADING CIRCUITS
At Good Radio Stores

MICALMOLD RADIO CORPORATION
1089

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Flushing Avenue

100%. Due to special features, this Radio is extraordinarily selective and powerful, easy to operate, very economical on Battery consumptionand costs only about one-third of the usual price
of 5 -tube machines. Perfect satisfaction absolutely
guaranteed, and a 10 day Free Trial offered to all
who wish to try it. Full information together with
reports of tests made by experts will be sent
FREE to all who write at once to Geo. W. Naylor,
Jr., Dept. 315MA, 161 Chambers St., New York
City. Write today-no obligation!

STOPS
RADIO
INTERFERENCE
ON YOUR SET. SIMPLE AND EASY TO OPERATE
NO TOOLS REQUIRED TO INSTALL, SIMPLY ATTACH YOUR AERIAL
LEAD IN TO ONE OF THE LEADS ON THE LIMITATOR AND RUN
THE REMAINING LEAD TO YOUR ANT. POST ON YOUR SET.

ulld

VI

fo r r P111
P as -al
Victoreen Super has range select\
/Aivsty,
volume and clarity.
Tens

of

thousands of fans built

Victoreen sets every year. The results come up to full expectations.

VICTOREEN

Transformers

TO

ANT. POST
ON SET

are the heart of the
circuit-air core construction-tuned to
1/3 of 1% precision

-use No.

tubes-No.

storage
171

Each $7.00.

Other VICTOREEN Parts
RHEOSTATS-Largo number of turns
Potentiometers,

f_KING

Price $19.50.

IllMMONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED WITH RESULTS.111111

0. 30 ohms.
5iro-three

of

types. 2, 6, 10,
Each $1.20.
200, 400 ohms -31.50.

terminal

This is a Pam Interference eliminator that limits Me interfering station . from spreading all
aver your tuning dials. It keeps them separated Isom interfering with each other,helps ta
bring out some stations stronger. Built with he new typelow-toss cyclone cod, ...dr end
eubstantially constructed, nothing frail, everything en.scd. Donk confose with anything_you
toning sets. Works on any assist except a loop. a 77.2e
Isaac ever tried. Wonderful few be

BEST EVER OFFERED FOR ONLY ONE DOLLAR

for

170

battery

for dry cell tubes.

MASTER CONTROL UNIT-A compensating single control unit for sets using
two or more condensers of equal capacity.
Mstra

condensers

-

$4.50

pads.

AUDIO CONTROL UN 1T-Three rheostats of proper ohmage controlling detector and audio tubes. Each $4.50.

Ask your dealer or write direct for
literature givinp, complete
informatmm

ARLINGTON RADIO MFG. CO.
BOX 42 FIRESTONE PK. STA. AKRON, OHIO

1111111111,11111,111111
PIN YOUR

DOLLAR TO
THIS AD.

Name

Address

The Geo. W. Walker Co.

6528 Carnegie Ave., Dept. is
-

Prim Your Name
and Addreis.

MAKE OF SET?

CLEVELAND, OHIO

III1111111111111111111111/
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The Choking Effect of a Filter Coil

The degree to which a filter coil suppresses the ripple voltage on AC depends
very largely on the resistance into which
the filter works. A choke coil working
into a very high resistance such as a

grid leak has no appreciable choking effect, that is, it is not really working. If
the coil works into a very low resistance,
or negligible resistance, the choking effect is very great. Also if the coil works
into a large capacity condenser, the choking effect is very great.

The choking effect of a coil may be

shown very easily by means of Ohm's law.

Suppose that there is voltage E (on AC)
in series with a choke coil of inductance
L and resistance R and a load resistance
of resistance r. The AC voltage across
the load resistance r is then by Ohm's
law equal to E divided by the square root
R

L2w2

of [(1+-)2+---]. The first term of
r

part does not contain the frequency w
becomes E/1.00018, that is, the
and hence that term is the same for all resistance
voltage has been reduced by only about 2
frequencies. The second term contains per
cent, of 1 per cent.
the frequency and this then varies with
frequency. The larger this term is the
bebtter is the choking effect. But it can- Wired Radio Planned
not be large if the load resistance r is
By Phone Company
large. Suppose that the frequency is 60
cycles, that is, w equals 377. Also assume
Sidney, 0.
that the choke coil has an inductance of
The Western Ohio Radio Equipment Com50 henrys and a resistance of 100 ohms. pany was recently incorporated. It is a
Now assume a load resistance of 100
ohms. The voltage across this resistance
then becomes very nearly E/128, or it
has been reduced to less than 1 per cent.

of the input voltage. Now suppose that
the load resistance is 10,000 ohms. The
voltage across the load resistance then
becomes E/2.14. The voltage across the
output is about 50 per cent. of the input
voltage, which is not a very great reduction.

r2

this quantity is the loss part and the
second is the reactance part. The first

is

Again suppose that the load resistance
one megohm. The voltage across this

The new company was organized for the
purpose of buying, selling, 'Ibanufacturing
and leasing radio equipment.

The company will lease complete radio
outfits to subscribers that can be operated
by them or it will lease, at a cost of two
dollars per month, radio equipment that is
operated for them through the wire system
of the Sidney Telephone Company.
On this latter system, an attendant will

be on duty twelve hours a day from ten

o'clock in the morning to one o'clock in the
afternoon and from three in the afternoon
to eleven in the evening. This service will
be extended after eleven o'clock if the re-

quest is made before eight o'clock of the

BEST RADIO LOCATION

same evening. An installation charge of ten

2,000 square feet, windows both sides; also
large and small offices. Steam heat, electric
elevator service.

dollars vitl he made.

The leased service has been in operation
for quite a while and over one hundreds sets
have already been installed and have proven
very satisfactory.

HOLM REALTY CO.

222 FULTON STREET

division of the Sidney Telephone Company.

NEW YORK

BROADCASTS INTERFERENCE

RADIO WORLD'S
QUICK -ACTION
CLASSIFIED ADS
10 CENTS A WORD
10 WORDS MINIMUM
CASH WITH ORDER
ONLY $25.00, beautiful

and

wonderfully

Fans will be particularly interested at
this time in an interesting series of talks

12 Cell -24 Volt

Proved value. Thousands of users find reception almost
magical. Clear, true power-instantly and unendingly. Wise
economy. Sturdy construction-Sohd Rubber Case protection. Recharged for almost nothing. Endorsed and listed as
standard by famous Radio institutions including Pop. Radio
Laboratories, Pop. Sci. Inst. Standards, Radio News Lab.,
Lefax,
and other Radio authorities. What more need
be said? Extra Offer: 4 Batteries in series (96 volts) 810.60.
Send No Money Juat state number wanbsd sad we will ship

on interference problems being radiated by WAAT, Jersey City, New Jersey,

every Sunday evening from 7 to
These talks are given
Brenner.

fsiW I MA ra rm

con-

Panel 7 x 18 in. Other specialties. Send for
pamphlets. L. W. GOODMAN, Drexel Hill,
Penna.

1219 SO. Wabash Ave.
Dept. 82
Chicago, IlL
Makers of the Amino, World Radio ' A' Storage Rafael;
Privet
6-vos.12=1. 810owed.,M110421,11,.er
Amp. $ .00.

PATENTS-Write for free Guide Books and
"Record

'3 ES:it&

Invention Blank" before disclosing
inventions. Send model or sketch of your inof

vention for our Inspection and Instructions Free.
Terms reasonable. Radio, Chemical, Mechanical,
Electrical and Trademark experts. Victor J.
Evans Co., 924 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

COMPLETE DATA on "How to Build a -DC
A and B Eliminator," were given he the Dec.. 4

issue of RADIO WORLD, by Lewis Winner.
Lucid photos and diagrams accompanied this

excellent article. Either send 15c for this copy,
or begin your subscription with this issue.
RADIO WORLD, 145 Weet 45th St., N. Y. City,
N. Y.

t..1.40.

Priees-750 to 12,000 Ohms $1.00 list; 25,000
Ohms, $1.25; 50,000 Ohms, $1.50
R -A0 Kit for Thordarson R-210
List price $4.50

THE 4 -TUBE DIAMOND
How to build this very efficient circuit

Write for Ohmage List

in the

Exclusive sales distributors

November 20, 1926, issue of RADIO WORLD.

TILSON & TILSON

Send 15c for a copy. Blueprint of 4 -tube
Diamond, $1.00 extra. Send $1.15 and get
both. Or send $6 for a year's subscription

154 Nassau Street, New York City
s Beekman 1575

to RADIO WORLD and get both the blueprint

and the Nov. 20 issue FREE.
-Advt.

RADIO

WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, N. Y. City.

FOR ONLY 15 CENTS get full directions how
to build the Bernard. Radio World, 145 W. 45 St.,
N.Y. C.

SPECIAL PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
For NEW RADIO WORLD Subscribers Ordering NOW
Radio World has made arrangements

This is the way to get two publications

-To offer a year's subscription for any one of the following publications with one year's subscription for RADIO WORLD

-BOYS' LIFE or
-RADIO NEWS or
-RADIO DEALER or-RADIO
-POPULAR RADIO or
(San Francisco) or
-SCIENCE AND INVENTION or -RADIO AGE.

-for the price

of one:

-Add $1.00 a year extra for

-Send $6.00 today for RADIO WORLD -Canadian or Foreign Postage.

-for one year (regular Price
-for 52 numbers)

-and select any one of the other
nine publications for twelve months.

-Present RADIO WORLD subscribers

--can take advantage of this offer by
-extending subscriptions one year
-if they send renewals NOW!

RADIO WORLD'S SPECIAL TWO -FOR -PRICE -OF -ONE SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Enclosed find $6.00 for whch send me RADIO WORLD for twelve months (52 numbers, beginning
and also without additional cost, Popular Radio, or Radio News, or Science and Invention, or Radio Dealer, or Rada:. (San Francisco), or Radio Age.
or Boys' Life (or $10.00 for two yearly subscriptions). No other premium with this offer.)

Indicate if renewal.
Offer Good Until
March 1, 1927

Name
Street

B.

Accept no Substitutes

V eS rlat nY-050qtrai-c:51

described by Herman Bernard

7.15.

Wire Wound Resistances
10 Watt Capacity
Best RESISTANCES for "B" ELIMINATORS
Specified by Thordarson and Silver -Marshall

dims u

aI

by Frank

KROBLhK

order batteries.ed by discount
I0. D. Pay expressman otter day
5
examining
discount
for web with order. Bemember-you save 60% on World'Batteries.

structed five tube receivers; best parts only used.
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World Radio
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WITH so much interference these days,
why not improve your detector tube
action and gain selectivity? Simply install
a Bretwood Variable Grid Leak. Price
$1.50.

tf

The Bretwood Variable Grid Leak
Precision Range, 0 to 10 NI egohms

NORTH AMERICAN BRETWOOD CO.,
143 West 45th Street, N. Y. City.

THE Bretwood Variable Grid Leak may
be installed in any receiver in a few
minutes. Single hole panel mount makes

Enclosed find $1.50, for which send me one Bretwood

Variable Grid Leak (or $2.00 for leak with grid condenser
attached) on five-day money -back guarantee.

this possible. Use a Bretwod and marvel el
the difference!

NAME

STREET ADDRESS

QTY and STATE
(Inquiries Invited from the Trade)

By ARTHUR H. LYNCH at
A Series of Five Important Articles on
HOW TO USE THE DE LUXE SYSTEM
This series tells how to build the 2 -tube
De Luxe Receiver (without audio) and how to
adopt this or any other set so as to obtain the

necessary power from the AC electric lamp

socket.
Mr. Lynch is one of America's leading radio authors and designers. He has done
the best job of his life in this comprehensively illustrated series, a digest of which
follows:
Dec. 25 Issue-Theoretical and historical discussion of the De Luxe Receiver and
the audio channel and B eliminator. Jan. 1-The 2 -tube set fully described and illustrated, including wiring and choice of tubes. Jan. 8-The National Lynch Power
Amplifier and B Supply (3 -stage AF and B and C eliminator, adaptable to any
receiver). Many illustrations include picture diagram of wired connections to photographed parts. Jan.. 15 and 28-De Luxe reception from lamp socket with latest devices, including trickle chargers and A battery, relay, trickle charger and Abox filter,
with picture diagrams of wiring, from antenna to the Acme speaker.

Send 15c for any one copy, or 60c for all five.

Send $6 for one year's subscription (52 numbers) and get the five copies FREE!

RADIO WORLD

145 WEST 45th ST.

NEW YORK

Court Commercial Photo, Hampstead, L L

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, auto speed
demon and radio enterpriser extraordinary, about to take a 60 -mile -an.
hour leg h1 lily tar,

RADIO WORLD

February 19, 1927

a N EW radio that"gets"everything!
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MERELY turn the dial from point
to point and station after station
comes in separately, clearly and distinctly. The one dial is the only tuning
device on this new Freshman Radio.

Its amazing power allows stations
from a great

Dt stance

to be tuned in right through the locals. Its
superior construction and efficiency separate
the different wave -lengths and tune out the
undesired stations with startling

Selectivity

allowing you to listen to exactly the station
that you desire without bother or interference

50

Distance

perfectly designed and
co-ordinated to match this powerful radio.

as locals. This new
Freshman set is so

Six tubes ,s,One Control

powerful that it

brings in stations from

all over the country.

ESHM

Sometimes it is desir-

able to cut out the
distant station broad-

casting on the same

wavelength as the
local to which you are

switch indicated

above..

Tone Quality
which is the result of scientifically constructed

Distant stations often
broadcast on exactly
the same wavelength

listening; if so, just
pull out the distance

and with fine

Built-in cone speaker. Spacious vy
battery compartment

A distinctively beautiful radio $99.50

panelled in genuinemahogany.

Large built-in cone speaker

To -day
At any Authorized

FRESHMAN
Dealers Store

AASTERPIECh

Panelled in genuine mahogany. t 79.50

Hear it

Operate it
Yourself

This massive conmlefis pan-

and in genuine mahogany.
12 -inch cone speaker

$109.5°

CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., INC., 240-248 W. 40TH ST.,. NEW YORK CITY

WORLD'S GREATEST RADIO

